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Father Barry Wo·o d
Fired At St. Luke's
by Julia Flanagan

Long-time friend and co-spons?r Rep. Larry Connolly (D-Portland)

Large Crowd Hears Civil
Rights Debate

by Julia Flanagan

Long before the hearing on the proposed
amendment to the Maine Human Rights Act
started, the seats in the hearing room were
all taken. Carolyn Chute sat in the first row,
chatting with friends. Leaders of Maine 's
gay movement drifted in and out of the
room , dressed in their Sunday best. Occupying several rows , near the front , was a
group of elderly people, who looked serious
and somber and spoke very little. They appeared to be Baptists.
The battle lines had been drawn , but for
now everybody was display ing good
behavior and good manners. Soon the hearing got underway , slightly behind schedule .
Judiciary Committee Co-chairman Edward
Kane outlined the ru les, and cautioned the
testifiers to speak only five minutes apiece.
The proponents would testify for a half hour ,
then the opponents.
Senator Mary Najarian one of four of the
bill's co-sponsors , kicked off the testimony.
" lam proud to present LD 1249." Senator
Najarian conjured up the spectre of tennis
champion Martina Navratilova being unable
to eat in one of Maine's restaurants. She also
noted that " we are all God ' s children , and
we pass this way but once" and she urged
committee members to focus on the "compassion of Jesus , not the hangups of St.
Paul."
Sen. Najarian was followed by another of
the bill's co-sp~msors, Sen. Beverly Bustin
of Augusta who said that it was the recent
Tolerance Day controversy in Madison,
Maine that drove home for her the need for
the bill . (Justice Alexander ' s decision has
said that there was no prntection under
Maine law for the rights of homosexuals.)
Bustin also noted that " discrimination in any
fo rm is abhorrent to me. ''
The third senator to support the bill was
John Baldacci , who stated that as an Italian,
he had suffered discrimination at the hands
of those who had assumed he was linked to
the Mafia . Rep.. Larry Connolly, another of
the bill ' s co-sponsor's, drew the committ~e' s attention to the survey d.one by the
Maine Civil Liberties Union and the Maine

Lesb ian Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA).
Rep . Ruth Joseph -0f Waterville also indicated her support for the biJI.
Richard Steinman of the University of
Southern Maine , then detailed fo r the committee the results of the recent survey".
Among these was the fact that 54 % of the
respondents had experienced physical
violence , and that 77 % anticipated violence
against them in the future . 67 % of the
respondents concealed their sexual orientation to avoid discrimination. The survey also
indicated that 50 % had been aware of their
sexual orientation at the age of 13 , and 77 %
had been aware by the age of 18, thus supporting the notion that sexual orientation is
not a matter of personal choice.
Bishop Frederick B. Wolf, of the
Episcopal Diocese of Maine , testified in
favor of the bill, noting that support fo r the
civil rights of homosexuals had been since
1976 the postion of the national Episcopal
Church. Terry Wallace testified that he ha_d
Continued on page 11

Jasper Wyman, S upe r intendent of
the _Maine Christian Civic League

Rev. Barry Wood , an Episcopal priest,
was fired in early April from his position
as an unpaid assisting priest at St. Luke 's
Cathedral in Portland as a result of a "service of commitment and .blessing ' ' for a
relationship between two women that he performed there at the Emmanuel Chapel on
March 23 .
Although Rev . Wood had received
authorization from Bishop Wolf to perform
the ceremony , the vestry and wardens of St.
Luke 's were upset with the service. That
group met on Palm Stij1day, March 31, and
decided to "sever" whatever staff relationship Father Wood had with St. Luke's, and
also directed to Bishop Wolf a resolution
which expressed its "disapproval" of the
ceremony, terming it "inconsistent with our
understanding of church doctrine and that
its occurre_nce in the Cathedral building incorrectly applied approval by the parish."
On April 2, the Very Rev . John C.
Beaven, Dean of the Cathedral , informed St.
Luke 's parishioners of the action taken
against Father Wood, and the resolution to
the Bishop . That document stated that

"Father Wood advised Bishop Wolf of the
ceremony in advance , but the Bishop was
not aware of its content. Although this was
not a marriage, it incorporated parts of the
marriage service from the Book of Common
Prayer." Father Wood told Our Paper that
he never construed the ceremony as app!oximating in any way a marriage , noting that
a marriage service has a legal as well as ·
religious function that this ceremony clearly did not have. He has also stated that as
a priest, he is entitled to bless anything he
wants to, and that there is provision in the
Prayer Book for a priest to do just that.
Dean Beaven spoke with Our Paper
stating that part of the problem with Father
Wood had resulted from the fact that the
church does not approve of marriage between people of the same sex, and feeling
that the ceremony had approximated marriage, that this created a problem with
Church doctrine. He aJso said that a '' major concern '' was that the service in the
Cathedral ·incorrectly implied approval by
parish members .
Con tinued on page 4

.Library Bans Our Paper
by Fred Berger
Inclusion of a " safe sex test" in the May
issue of Our Paper resulted in the issue being banned from the free literature distribution table in the Portland Public Library .
Although initially Our Paper was to be
banned indefinitely , an agreement reached
with the library 's Board of Trustees will
allow future issues to be distributed.
Mr. Ed Chenevert, director of the library ;
said that he made the decision to remove the
papers after a library patron complained
about "objectionable material " in the paper.
Mr. Chenevert said that he himself found
- the chart afout safe sex practices to be
"outr ight pornography" and "very
repulsive" as well as "an abuse of freedom
of expression.''
Our Paper has been placed on the free
literature table near ti}e reference desk on
the first floor of the library for the past 21
months. It appears along with several fundamentalist Christian pewspapers and flyers
form various lcoal organizations. According
to a reference librarian at the library, it is
not necessary to receive permission from the
library in order to place materials op the
table or on the bulletin board behind it.
Chenevert said he feels that the literature
distribution table has lost its original purpose of publicizing upcoming events and that
the library was being exploited by groups
wishing to advocate causes. He said that he
wouM like to eliminate the table entirely .
Although Chenevert emphasized that he was
in sympathy with the c;ause of civ il rights
for gay people, he said that he didn 't feel
that the public library needed to prov ide an
opportunity for people to promote their
causes. Emphasizing that he "despised in-

terfering with freedom of expression'' ,
Chenevert expressed concern that children
and senior citizens had access to the table.
Following Mr. Chenevert 's decision to
ban the paper , the Our Paper collective
wrote to all the members of the library 's
Board of Trustees. We explained that we
believe the use .of "street language" in the
safe sex test was appropriate and necessary
for educating the average gay man on AIDS
risk reduction practices. We asserted that we
could not accept the banning of future issues
and were prepared to do whatever was
necessary to get the paper back into the
library. We asked the Board of Trustees to
please consider the issue at their next
meeting.
T@ Board subsequently added the issue
to the planned agenda at their May 14th
meeting. According to _l\,fr . Chenevert, the
Board "unanimously concurred that it was
proper to remove the May issue from the
library . '' They agreed that it contained objectionable material and asserted · that the
library has the right to remove such
materials. They called the use of the safe sex
' test an ''editorial error'' that was inconsistent with the rest of the paper. They did
agree , however, that the paper could be
displayed in the future . The Our Paper col:_
lective was asked to present the paper to Mr.
Chenevert before displaying it if there was
anything in the paper, similar to the safe sex
test, which we thought might be obj ectionable to the library .
·
Our Paper will continue its policy of
never printing anything which we feel is
objectionable.
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To The Editor:
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I am a lesbian nun, at this point consumed
38 CUSHING STREl;T
with rage and despair. Having learned
BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011
:i
725-2561
:
recently that· the bqok "Lesbian Nuns:
i
i
Breaking Silence" by Rosemary Curb and
Nancy Manahan is. to be published in Forum
Magazine, I can only feel betrayed and
May was not your typical run-of-the-mill month. Mainers swiftly reacted to
angry . Shame on you, Naiad Press, for prothe formation of Maine Against Gays, Our Paper experienced a temporary ban
viding the timber with which an entire comfrom the Portland Public Library, our community celebrated its 12th Annual
munity of people will now be burned at the
Maine Lesbian and Gay Symposium, and the Maine Lesbian-Gay Political Allistake!
ance breathed sighs of relief as the public hearing on L.D. 1249 came and went
When I was 19 years old, I was drawn into
(though they then began to gear up for round #2). Certainly not your typical
a life of Christ by the deep spiritual need
month. From Fort Kent to Kittery one can find legions (well, we can fantasize,
to ·share his love serving humanity. Years
can't we?) of weary "militant gay activists" (as Jasper Wyman of the Maine
later, when my own sexuality began to
Christian Civic League loves to call us) who des:erve our heartfelt thanks
.emerge from a formerly unknown .part of
Hugs and kisses to the Gay People's Alliance for ~ponsoring Maine's. 12th
my consciousness, I tried to deny it, conannual Symposium. We need it like fish need water. We need it because it means
sidering all that I had been taught of its
that at least once a year we're going to get lots of strokes because we are gay. That
"abominable" and "aberrational" nature to
we have pulled it off for twelve years is a tribute to our perseverance, our commitbe a confirmation of the more reprehensiment, our love.
ble part of me. Struggling for years with a
Hugs and kis.s es to the Maine Lesbian-Gay P~litical Alliance and all the supi PASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
loneliness and. despair for. which the most
porters of L.D. 1249 present 'at the Judiciary Committee's public hearing. We
descriptive words fail me, I searched for a
i1111u 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
should all feel extremely proud of our community's organizing efforts and the
way to adhere to the Church's most impasq~ality of testi~ony deli:vered by .t he proponents. Many people deserve special
sioned teachings while at the same time I
tnanks-ou~ friends, neighbors, and parents who testified, the clergypeopfe
PURPOSE
continued to love and care for the parts 'of.
and professional associations-too many to mention. But vie must give special
humanity which I denied in myself.
thaqks to one individual. Rep. Bill O'Gara (D-Westbrook) came and testified for
OUR PAPER is published
While tending the sick and destitute (as
the bill even though his brother had died two days before. "He would have wanted I monthly by the OUR PAPER
a Registered Nurse), plunging myself into
me to be here," Bmtold several MLGPA members. He stayed until the last oppoCollective, P.o; Box 10744
the important work in which my communinent and proponent had spoken. In every political struggle, with all the rhetoric
Portland, Maine 04104. Th;
!Y wa~ involved, counseling the despairing both pro and con bandied about, there areJhos,e special moments when one is
purpose of OUR PAP.E R is to serve
m their own quests for redemption and acas a voice for lesbians and gay men
reminded of the very pure and basic humanness which forms the core of the
ceptance, I agonized daily over the increasin Maine. We wish the newspaper to
struggle. Bill's presence provided us with such a moment.
ingly incomprehensible dicta of a Church
be a source of h;1formation, support
So, whenever we are faced with paid political advertisements in the Maine
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
which ~dmonished me to be a feeling per-_
Sunday Telegram such as the Maine Against Gays ad, or hassles about the con· celebration, by and for members of
son.while, at the same time, it cautioned me . tent_of our I?ublications, or any of the million other displays qf homophobia
the lesbian and gay men's
to monitor, indeed, exorcise, my own
straight society can come up with, we have every reason to remember Dale
communities. We want the paper to
feelings .
McCormick's rousil)g imitation of Jesse Jackson as she led us in a cheer at Symreflect our diversity, as w·e u.
of
Finally, I acknowledged that part
posium XII-"I AM SOMEBODY. I AM SOMEBODY."
.
myself which, for so many years, had re(DE)
mained submerged - not only the sexual
EDITORIAL POLICY
.
'
aspect of my very bcJig, but the facet of that
sexuality which was homosexual.
We will . consider for publication any
ultimate devaluation of women to which it
material that broadens our understandYes, a sin upon a sin - so •I was taught.
is devoted. ·Forum Magazine writes under To the Staff of Our Paper:
in_g of our lifestyles and of each other.
And I wept. I wept in anguish. I wept in selfthe guise of enhancing human relationships.
Views
and opinions appearing in the
contempt. I wept for the total i~possibility
However, its "hidden agenda" is the same
We would like to take this opportunity to
paper are those of the authors only.
of my position - a nun who loved the
All material submitted mast be signed
kind of exploitation and sexism which is thank all the people who were involved in
Church· and my calling and yet a. woman
and include an address and/ or phone
simply a variation on the Penthouse theme. the preparations of this year's Second Anwho yearned to express that love in a way
number, so we can contact the a{itho,
While the publisher of Naiad Press. may nual Gay Pride Masquerade Ball held at the
which my owri beloved Church found wo'rshould we need to consider editorial
ratiorullize that she wants to "convert" not Multi-Purpose Center in Lewiston on April
thy of damnation in hell.
revisions.
However, within the pages of
only sympathizers but also those of a dif- 20.
Now that the years have passed, now that
the newspaper, articles can appear
ferent tum of mind, it is not "conversion"
Thanks again, and see you there in ' 86.
anonymously, upon request, and strict
I have enjoyed the loving relationship for I
at all in which the rest of us are interested.
confidentiality will be observed. No
so desperately yearned, now that I have
Our goals are to wake up every day feeling
Sincerely,
revisions or rejections of material will
joined with other nuns (in a vast
good about ourselves and to share our plight
without dialogue with the author.
occur
underground network) to bring both solace
. with those who may gain ·a greater degree,
We welcome and encourage all our
Roland
Blais
and
Walter
Deschamps
and encouragement to like-feeling and likereaders to submit material for
of understanding and empathy for the
Sportsman's Athletic Club
thinking people - now, I have been
publication and share your comments
untenable
position
in
which
we
are
now
en2
Bates
St.
betrayed!
criticisms
and positive feelings with us'.
Lewiston
It is for this reason that I find it a moral trenched. It js not to be "used" as objects
Remember, ·OUR PAPER is Your
of derision or exploitation, nor to be
imperative to write to you - so that others
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
publicized by any magazines which have a
the 10th of the month.
who. feel and think as I do will know that
long and ignoble history of demeaning
our grievance has found a voice.
~omen, per se, and lesbian women, parSUBSCRIPTIONS
While I have applauded the authors'
Erna
J.
Koch
tlcula~ly, in the most manipulative ways.
.
Subscriptions
are $12 for one year (12
c~urage in bringing the vital subject of lesissues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
I respectfully request that you publish this
Auomcy
A&
Law
bian nuns to public attention, while I have
three years.· Make checks ·payable to
letter alollgside either: ( 1) the article itself
participated _in helping to publicize their ef"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
or (2) any letters of response which the arforts, it has now become apparent that the
correspondence should be sent to OUR
ticle yields.
·
direction which ·their effort has taken is comPAPER, P.O. BOX 10744 Portland
· Many thanks for your consideration.
Maine 04104.
'
'
pletely outside the bounds of ~cceptability
and I can no longer, in conscience, support
their particular style.
_Sincerely Yours
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
Sister Mary Joan
My objection is based on the fact that
Fred Berger
Ginny LaCrow
l 85 Middle Stnet
Diane Elze
Bruce Smith
P.O. Boa 7615
thouse Magazine. To me, Penthouse, is the
Tom
Sumner
Skip
Brushaber
PortluMI, Maw 04 l-l %
subsidiary
of PenForum Magazine
~bsolute
paradigm isofasexism
and exploitaBarbara Wood
Phil Gautreau
tion of women. It is only to the most prurient
Beth
Norman BriUiant
r207) n4 .. 4322
interest that this magazine appeals to the
I

I

-

I
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(207) 797-9327

AFTER 5 P.M.
862-4556

SHIATSU

DAVIDS. HANDWERKER, RN .
B.S. N., M.S.

78 AUBURN TERRACE
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103

Roberta S. Kuriloff

SANDRA L. SCOTT: M.S.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
ORLAND, MAINE .

C O U NSELOR

MAILING ADDRESS:
HCR 80, BOX 94A .
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476 ~
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DRUG & ALCOHOL ISSUES
L~BIAN/GAY ISSUES

,

TELEPHONE:
581-1788
469-2063

Who Should Read
About Lesbian Nuns?
by John Preston
[We thought we were writing] a little gay
book for little gay bookstor_es.
Charlotte Doclar
quoted in off our
backs ·

Memorial Service-for

Jonathan D. Currier
Sunday, Ju~e 9 3:00 p.m.
First Parish Church
425 Congress St.
·Portland, Maine

changed by its context. She told off our
backs: "There is no way that you can take
no..nprurient material out of a book and make
it prurient. " Not only, from her point of
vi~w , was the .work intact, it could now
reach out beyond the feminist community .
Many of the contributors whose stories A publisher who ' s fought for years to get
are among the 49 collected in the anthology people to read books about the lesbian exLesbian Nuns have been shocked to discover perience doesn't have much sympathy for
that the book has become a hit. Their con- the idea of a closed community where peofessions, they thought, would be read only ple only talk to one another. "I do not
by other feminists. But now the book is a believe that what we create belongs to a
best seller, it has attracted national media select few,'' she said in off our backs.
attention, a mass market edition will be
In Philadelphia Gay News she went furpub\ished by the giant Warner Books and
ther: "If we address only the middle and upcontroversy is flaring all around ft.
per middle class, the waitress that Judy
The decision by the publisher, Naiad
Grahn writes about' won't see this."
Press, a lesbian company headquartered in
At least some critics charge that the conTallahassee, Florida, to sell excerpts to the text does change the word. Sister Mary
book to Forum magazine, a division of PenJoan's letter in Our Paper writes that
thouse, Ltd ., has become the lightning rod
Naiad's sale and the collaboration it
for many feminists' anger.
represents makes the press guilty of ''proA nu·n who is not one of the contributors
viding the timber with which an entire comby Barb Wood
recently wrott: to Our Paper in· Portland,
munity of people will now be burned at the
It has now been o.ne year since I joined
people. At the time I had no idea what a gay ·
Maine, "I am consumed at this point with
stake!"
the
Our
Paper
collective
and
had
my
gay
community
was. (Sure I had read about San
rage and despair," over the sale.
. Her judgement of Forum .is clear: "Forum
consdousness
raised.
For
nine
years,
Francisco,
but
that sounded like science fie- .
Naiad's editor in chief, Barbara Grier, is
Magazine writes under the guise of enhanprevitous
to
this,
I
had
been
a
lesbian
living
tion
to
me.)
Webster
defines co~unity as,
unrepentent. Lesbian Nuns represents a
cing relationships. However, its 'hidden
''a unified body of various kinds of inin a straight world .. .in Pennsylvania: I was
breakthrough for her and her work that she's
agenda' is the same kind of exploitation and
a lesbian only because my lover happened
dividuals, interacting, in a common loca. struggled for years to achieve. Her reactions
sexism which is simply a variation on the
tion."
In Maine we have this.
to
be
a
woman.
I
had
no
gay
friends.
I
hated
to the feminist attacks include charges of
Penthouse theme."
the
word
lesbian.
I
only
found
out
about
the
I
have
since developed a social network
class bias and the imposition of a double
Barbara Grier insists, "You can't equate
two gay bars in my town the year before I
(which is not limited to the bars), a political
standard on publishers that would keep her
Forum with Penthouse," according to the
left. This wasn't entirely my fault . What I
network, a professional network, and lastown company forever a cottage industry.
Philadelphia Gay News. But her statement
now know is that in this town that was twice
ly, a much needed support network. True
There are some things that are not being
seems w.eak. It seems highly unlikely that
the size of Portland, there was no gay comto the definition, each of these groups are
argued here :
she would have missed a chance to reach
munity. Sure there were gay people - the
made of various kinds of individuals, some
Naiad had the legal right to make the sale.
Penthouse's five million-plus readers if
only ones that I knew of went to the two bars
overlapping, some individual to one group,
The contributors to the volume signed conshe'd been given the opportunity.
on every Friday and Saturday night. Little
but all unified by the fact that we are lestracts with the editors and the publishing
There's also an extent to which the focus
did I know that there could be anything more
bians
and gay men and in Maine. And we
house which gave them complete control of
on the Forum issue seems to be either simply
to being gay than this.
certainly do interact!
the work. Evidently expecting1hat a lesbian
a handle for some critics, or else_ai;i expres:- r
Well, having been·'transferred to Majne
house - ·even one that published Pat
sion of great naivite for others .
t'now know
and gay men;,who are
was a traumatic experience! I had to leave
Califia's iconoclastic work - would act in
Paula Krebs, writing in off our backs,
students
and
retired
people,
separatists and
a lover of two years. I knew no one. ·I worka "politically correct" fashion, none of them
complains about the entire promotion of the ,
bisexuals,
political
activists
and " sheep
ed alone either out of my apartment or out
put any restrictions in their contracts.
book. Commenting on the cover copy she
farmers,
from
Caribou
to
Wells.
1 may see
of my car travelling around the state. Then
The issue is not money. The Forum sale
says, "The Naiad Press promotions of Lesthese
people
in
Bangor
while.I'm
working.
my !lover found another back home. Talk
represents a minute amount of cash for the
bian Nuns sound shamefully like those [nineWe
·
may
meet
in
the
State
House
in
about trauma! No one to tum to. My long
publisher. Forum's usual rate for . a nonteenth century English] Gothics. The book's
Augusta
...
remember
the
civil
rights
bill
for
distance bills were tremendous ... and all of
back cover talks about 'Nuns. Alien in their
fiction piece is $800. Assuming a normal
gay people still hasn't been won. Or they
thos4:: calls didn't really help. All of my
dramatic garb ... Different.. .Fascinating.' It
author contract, half of that went to the comay come to my home in Portland for a parfriends were straight and couldn't really give
authors of the book. Lesbian Nuns has
promises to 'unlock the most secret doors
ty.
And for me this community is fantastic,
me the support I needed. And then ...
already been assured a huge amount of
in their closed and mysterious
I've found a Utopia.
like
Somehow I heard about a gay bar in
money in the context of small press
'
communities."
Portland and thought, well, at least this will
People
often need to be reminded how
publishing .
That kind of promotion is commonplace
feel like home. I could cry in my beer surlucky they are to have what they've got. In
An early article in Publisher's Weekly, the
for books, as Grier claims it is. If it, and
rounded by gay strangers. There I found
the
past year I've heard a lot of derogatory
powerful trade magazine, led to large
the sale to Forum, are against some concepts ·
Our Paper. I don't believe I'm going to . remarks about gay life in Maine. "We're
of feminism, Grier will counter that such acbookstore sales. The successful attempt by
make this ridiculous statement, but ''that
ten years behind Boston.'' ''There~s nothing
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston
tions will, according to pff our backs'
newspaper" changed my life. In my very
to do." For nine years I lived in a town
to keep the authors off a talk show on WBZparaphrasing of her position, "ultimately
hand I held the communication network for
where I had nothing. Now I look out my
TV, New England's largest station, led to
mean that more women will get to know
window and I know I'm lucky.
an e:ntire statewide COMMUNITY of gay
a major media controversY. on the church's
Naiad and lesbian literature in general than
.role in censorship and assured the success
would have otherwise have had access to
of a four month publicity tour of the authors.
such information."
Even before they realize what Publisher's
.One contributor, also quoted in off our
Weekly claims to be a "six figure" sale to
backs;"illustrates the situation. "I worked
Warner Books for.the mass market rights to
for two years at Persephone Press and they
Rewarded. The next time
Lesbian Nuns, the publisher and the authors
wouldn't have done something like that. But
· you spec copy for typesetwill have-made a substantial amount of cash.
I certainly understand why [Grier's] press
ting, specify The Type
Assuming retail sales of 100,000 - a conis still around.'' The prestigious Persephone
Room - complete photoservative estimate according to trade sources , Press went bankrupt over a year ago.
typesetting and proofreading 'services at reasonable
- Naiad should have a profit of $200,000
The most naive position in the argument
rates.
and the authors will split $60,000- in
is taken by contributor Joanne Marrow . In
·
royalties .
a letter to off our backs she writes, ''While
$800 is not the issue.
~
p~~
.~il
lk
n ~ ~of
oor~~~--~--~-~-----~~---------------,
To Barbara Grier, who has fought the batreadership
is ~
selective.
The
readership
tles against the invisibility of lesbians and
Forum is selective, too; that is not my
gay men for decades, the issue is to get the
audience."
· word out as much as possible. Forum didn't
No writer has any control over the perrepresent a needed financial coup ; it
son who reads his or her material , Once a
represented potential readership. The
piece is published it assumes a life of its
magazine has between 600,000 and 800,000
own. Lesbian material is perceived as porreaders; depending on whose figures you
nographic ; pornography is experienced as
believe, 15-35 % of those readers are
literature; innocence becomes brilliance.
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841
207/596-0040
women.
The issues with Lesbian !;luns are strikWe specialize in books by and about,women, alternative health care and spirituality.
Grier, a lesbian publisher who believes
ingly on the surface. No one is claiming that
that the existence of the word has power,
See our new section of gay fiction
there aren't sections of the book that are sexdoesn't believe that the word's effect is
Hours:
Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30
Continued on page 6

Our friend Jonathan died ·on May 29 after a
brief illness. Contributions in his me,nory may
be made to the Jonathan D. Currier choir
music fund, c/ o First Parish Church, Portland,
Maine ..

View From My Window

l~ums

GREAT EXspecTATIONS-!

NW L~f 1'ooks
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Thoughts on Pornography and S/M
·by Barbara Lecl~rc
Pornography contains an unacknowledged and consequently irreconcilable contradiction . Defined as·an industry which ex_ists primarily to make money and which offers the public the promise of sexual arousal
as a vehicle to that end , pornography has not
been with us throughout the ages , but rather
is an historically recent phenomenon made
possible by industri;ilization, specifically by
mass production.
Pornography entices people to buy
through offering a fantasy world which i_s
totally separate from the real world and its
accompanying problems, gender inequality
being one. It attempts to create a fantasy
world by reducing sexuality to pictoral
representations or verbal descriptions. By
reducing its content to depictions <;>f .mere
physical exchanges, pornography is relieved of giving the audience information about
the characters as individuals - their idiosyncratic histories, present struggles, future
goals; their values/belief~; the long-range
stream of events which brought them to
these sexual interactions; or the nonsexual
aspects of their relationships with each
other. (One effect of reducing sexuality to
physical exchanges is that the characters in
pornography are not individuated on the
basis of distinctive personality traits and uni-

continued from pa.RP. 1

que histories. Consequently , the
mainly of fellatio techniques , but patronizgenital/gender difference becomes the basis
ingly scolded female readers for not keepof distinction. In fact, the women and men
ing their husbands interested in intercourse .
in pornography act as symbols of gender Only once in thi s article was cunnilingus
. a woman is Woman and a man is Man .) In
given a vague reference. This kind of
marginal treatment of women's sexualityis
short, sexual interactions do not take place
virtually ubiquitous in pornography . Getting
within a preexisting context or story . Rather,
what you want and getting what men want
a superficial, unrealistic story , if there is one
are synol[lymous in pornographic literature.
at all , is created around the sex, for the sex.
In pornography 's attempt to create a fanSex is presented as if it takes place in a
tasy world which is separate from the real
vacuum, unaffected by individual personalities and more importantly unaffected world, it paradoxically manages to create a
by the way culture constructs sexuality ·via microcosm of unequal gender relations
socializing individuals to behave in par- paralleling those in the real world with unticular ways sexually .
canny accuracy. But the pornographer
But the presentation of sex in pornography refuses to publicly acknowledge , (that is ,
is affected by the way our, culture constructs acknowkdge to the consumer) the very real
sexuality and this is indicated by its images connection between unequal gender relations
of male activity and power juxtaposed with
in pornography and unequal gender relations
images of female passivity and
in the re.al world because if s/he were to do
powerlessness . .For instance, t):te male acso, pornography would be stripped of its iltors in porn usually initiate and direct sexlusion of fantasy and would cease to funcual interactions to which the female actors
tion as a retreat from reality. Because it
passively.comply. This arrangement of male
would then be less enticing to the consumer,
control/activity/power juxtaposed with
the pornographer literally cannot afford to
female complianceLpassivity /powerlessness
acknowledge that his/her images of gender
has a counterpart in the real world;
inequality have a · corresponding reality .
generalized male control in tlfe political and, · Consequently, when pornography tries to
create a fantasy world it fails to transcend
to a lesser degree, in the domestic sectors .
reality precisely because it does not
Even the expression of female desire in
porn (normally an active/powerful expresacknowlledge the reality of gender inesion) is reduced to an express'ion of passiviqualities. Pornography instead, aided by its
ty /subservience because it is under the strict
concrete visual representations, becomes an
control of masculine wishes. Pornography
extension and reinforcement of unequal
allows females to expr,ess their sexual desire
gender relations in the real world .
only if it involves. male genital pleasure as
According to radical feminist theory_pora central feature . (The so-called "lesbian"
nography and s/m are objectionable because
images in porn can be included in this statethey utilize juxtapositions of power with
ment .- the "lesbian" images are simply
powerle:ssness, activity with passivity, and
vehicles to the, usually male, consumer's
control with coinpliance. Furthermore,
pleasure.) There is a lack of interest in exbecause these polarized roles have a corploring women's sexual pleasure as an erotic
responding reality - the respective positions
possibility in its own right. Any expression
of men and women in the political and
of female sexual pleasure in porn is inciden- ' domestic spheres - pornography and s/rri
•ta) to male sexuaLpleasure. Hence, only in
perpetuate the reality associated with these
·
roles . ·
the pages of pornography does a woman
report having multiple orgasms via fellatio
'Pornography certainly is in complicity
(Penthouse , October, 1981 , p. 31). Another
with unequal gender relations in the real
especially revealing article in Velvet Touch ,
world because it refuses to publicly
September, 1982 entitled "Women: Get
acknowledge the connection between realiWhat You Want in Bed" not only consisted
ty and its illusion of fantasy - to do so

Dean Beaven also explained that the
Ep'iscopal Church has been trying to deal
with the controversial area of homosexuality in its own way, and that the Diocesan convention on May 11 had adopted a resolution
calling for the Diocesan Commission on
World Peace and Social Justice to "develop
and distribute materials which will enable
local congregations to identify and examine
examples of human intolerance in their communities." Among the types of areas subject to such intolerance, and enumerated in
the resolution, is .that based on sexual
orientation.
Our Paper also spoke with Joel Martin,
a·Portland attorney and senior warden at St.
Luke's, about the reasons behind the severe
sanction taken against Father Wood.
"We thought tha_t we had a 'pretty serious
situation on our hands,.'' said Martin, nofing
'
also that the March 23 ceremony had been
taken " in 1arge part" from the marriage ser~
vice. He also was disturbed that the service
at the Cathedral implied approval by tlte
parish, and that had the service been located
Lunch - Mon. - Fri. 11 :3o am - 2:3o pm
·
elsewhere, it probably would not have been
· Dinner - Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 pm - 9:3o pm
a problem. Martin said that the church is not
• Fri. - Sat. 5:3o pm - 10:00 pm
Brunch - Sat. & Sun. 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
just a building, that its use represents the
511 PINE ffl£ET • PORTLAND MAINE
authority of the church and the involvement
of parish members .
" One doesn't invent (church) rites ," said
Martin . ''The. church ought not to fiddle
with its :;acraments . It takes a Jong time to 9!!--!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!9!111!11!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
change them, and you have to come at it
with a thoughtful, gradual approach ." Mar. tin said also that he felt Father Wood had
been "heedless of the concerns of the people in the parish."
an alternative bookstore
Father Wood has stated that the Emmanuel Chapel is considered to be under the
Bishop'. sjurisdiction, although he notes that
"this is a disputed issue." For that reason,
he didil 't think that the larger Cathedral
parish needed to be concerned about the
The New Our Bodies, Our Selves
ceremony. It came to the attention, of t he
parishioners only because Dean Beaven
Now That You Know
found the leaflets from the ceremony in the
Lesbian Nun:s
chapel, and reported it to Martin .
Father Wood , who is also a practicing
Babycak~s
psychiatrist, stated that he is apt not to consider the ''political ramifications' ' of his ac_tions as a priest and said that "I saw the
needs of the people who came to me.'' He
OUR BOOKS • 4 Pine St. • .Portland
also said that he is interested in developing
a spiritual community- for· lesbians and gay
men , and that people interested in that
should contact him.
l.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;.;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.imiiiii_.
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threatens its existence. However, the private
practice of s/m by individuals does not contain the irreconcilable contradiction that
plagues pornography . That is, individual
practitioners of s/m have nothing to lose by
acknowledging (self-acknowledgement is
sufficient since people have sex in private)
the existence of gender inequalities in the
real world. Consequently, s/m sexuality has
the potential not to be an acr omplice.to those
unequal gender relations. Specifically , the
practitioners of s/m who acknowledge the
unequal positions of men and women in the
real world , (the vocal lesbian s/m practitioners - of whom most have a longstanding association with femini sm - not
only acknowledge the existence of gender
inequalities in the real worl9 but also are
committed to changing the reality of those
inequalities) , can , unlike pornography, truly transcend reality and enter the realm of
fantasy when utilizing juxtapositions of
· power/powerlessness, activity /passivity, and
,..,
control/compliance.
When radical feminists acknowledge that
s/m per se is no\ an accomplice to gender
inequalities in the real world , radical
feminist theory will be greatly strengthened .
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A Comfortable
Place To Dine ...
til 2 a.m.

,-,..o,,~~~IQ1'.
,

Woodfords Cafe
129 Spring St. - Portland
772-1374

Every Wednesday at the Cafe: Yz of all the
money collected from drinks will be donated
to the Maine Health Foundation to support
AIDS work .

~ ·O rganizations~~~~~~~~~~Announcement~~~~
Gay P~ople's Alliance Update
by Charlie Dwyer
The spring semester is over at USM and summer is finally on its way. The Gay
People's Alliance will continue its programming over the summer. Regular
Frid~y and Sunday night meetings , and meetings every other Monda y night, will
contmue over the summer. Check the calendar on the back page for specifics
.
about ea ch meeting.
The GPA Staff would like to thank all those lesbians and gay men who par- ·
ticipa ted in Symposium XII. We would also like to give a special thanks to those
who facilitated the outstanding workshops and to Dale McCormick and Doug
Strong, our two Keynote ·speakers, whose rousing speeches served to inspire us
all. The weekend can be described in two words for the GPA Staff and everyone
who helped to make Symposium XII a success-"exhausting" and "exhilarating."
The GPA Staff would like to wish Northern Lambda Nord good luck with
Symposium XIII to be held for the first time ever at the University of Maine at
Presque Isle in '8,6.
The 12th annual Boston Lesbian/ Gay Pride Celebration will be taking place
on Saturday, Ju_n e 15th. The Gay People's Alliance is sponsoring a bus to Boston
for those who would like to go but do not have transportation, or don 't want to
drive in the heavy traffic. The round trip tickets are $10.00 per person, to be paid
no later than June 7th. All the seats have not been filled yet so there is still time
to buy your tickets. The bus leaves at 8:30 a .m. the morning of the celebration,
from 92 Bedford St. and will return sometime around 10 p.m. After the parade/
march , there will be a festival in the Boston Common Ball Park with featured
speakers Virginia Apuzzo, Gil Gerard, and Barney Frank. Entertainment will
be provided by Teresa Trull and Barbara Higbie. There is a $1.00 donation to
benefit the Gay Pride Planning Committee. For more information or ticket purchases call the GPA OJfice at 780-4085.
In June applications for volunteers for an AIDS Information hotline in Portland, will be available in the office. Interested pers_ons please call 780-4085.

Aroostook Report
News and Views From the Top of Maine
by Dick Harrison
It's been a long time since I've written this
column; bum-out talces its toll .
The winter was mild in the Country , _and
the snows left quickly . Northern Lambda
Nord made it through, though cabin fever
was rampant. In January we observed our
5th anniversary with a 'Black & White Ball'

at the Caribou Country Club . That was the
first time in our history that the J-.ambs
gathered for a party somewhere other _thari
a member's home. The next time we did that
was April 27 when we obtained free use of
a banquet room at Keddy 's ·Motor Inn ·in
Presque Isle. The occasion was not primarily celebratory - it was a fundraiser for a
Lambda member from Fort Kent who ,has
AIDS . Friends from Fredericton, Saint
John , and Orono were among the 65 women
and men who attended. The bartender
donated her time , and we raised over $300.
NLN is now a federally-recognized nonprofit organization under Section 501(c)(3) .
It was necessary to qualify for this status to
legally receive the grant money we were
awarded from the Chicago Resource Center.
Some of the recent projects we've used the
money for are a " ghetto blaster " radio for
the Aroostook Battered Women 's Shelter,
books about gay people and alcoholism for
the Aroostook Mental Health Center's
Alcohol Treatment Center, and a legal fund
which has been established with a local attorney for lesbians and gaymen who -need
the services of a lawyer but can't afford
them.
During April the NLN Speakers Bureau
participated in a _two-day Sexuality
Workshop at the University of Maine at Fort
Kent . We've also .heguri· making contacts
with the Aroostook County Action Program 's Family Life Program, which deals
with sexuality education. And our American
members have been lobbying their County
legislators to support the amendment to the
Human Rights Act to include "sexual orientation ''. Almost every Maine Lamb is a
member of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance.
After months of searching, including a
refusal of help from the Caribou Unitarian-

Universalist Church, our Gay/Lesbian
Phoneline has found a permanent location
in Caribou . For two-and-one-half years it
has been housed in some Lambs ' private
home, which has only brought homophobic
attacks , both verbal and physical, from some
area teens. Now it should be easier to
publicize the Phoneline ; which is staffed
Wednesdays, 7-9 pm.
Bibliotheque Lambda, the group's lending
library, has grown to over 250 volumes, and
as soon as the entries are completed in the
computer, a detailed list of the collection
will be available.
The 7th annual meeting of the International Gay Association (IGA) is scheduled
for this summer in Toronto. As a member
of the IGA , Lambda Nord is sending two
delegates, a woman from Houlton, Maine,
and a man from Woodstock , New
Brunswick, to represent our organization.
We're looking forward to their report on the
results of this conference. We hope to
establish networking ties with other lesbiangay groups worldwide.
As many of you heard if you attended the
Maine Lesbian and Gaymen ' s Symposium
XII in Portl~nd in May., Northern Lambda
Nord will be hosting next year' s state gathering . Symposium XIII will be held' on the
campus of the University of Maine at Presque Isle over the three-day Memorial Day
weekend (May 24, 25, and 26, 1986).
Details will be in future issues of OUR
PAPER. If you wish to be on the Symposium
Xill mailing list, send your name and mailing address to Symposium Xill, POB 990,
Caribou 04736 .
And if you ' re a member -0f the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance, Northern
Lambda will be hosting the Alliance's
August meeting, a camping/fun weekend in
Aroostook, Friday through Sunday ; August
2, 3, and 4 , 1985. Saturday supper and Sunday brunch will be provided ; bring bedding
and tenting . If you 've never been to the
Country , the Alliance meeting and Symposium XIII are two good reasons to come
on up!
That's all for now! Best wishes from all
the Lambs. Baa-a-a-a!

PICNIC

. T~e Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance will not be holding a monthly meetmg m June. Instead we will be relaxing after nine months of hard work at a picnic
to be held on Sunday June 23rd from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. All members are welcome.
- This will b~ a ?otluck affair so everyone bring something if you can. Also bring
your own p_1cmc blanket and mosquito repellent. Boating, swimming, games and
good fun available. For more information call:
Bangor
.Portland
Rockland

942-3901
871-1555
763:3838

Directions to Sharon,Raymond's at Great Island:
Take Route 95 to (or otherwise find) Route 1 towards Brunswick. Get off at the
Cook's Corner and Brunswick Naval Air Station exit. You will be on Route 24.
Stay on Route 24 for a little over six miles. There will be a large boat marina on
the-left (formerly "Wallace's Marina). Four (4) driveways past the marina on the
left is a small office for Robert Raymond , Attorney. Park along Route 24 and come
down this driveway. If lost, call: 729-9843.
·
'

CHARLIE HOWARD ME_MORIAL DAY
- A Day for Human Rights

JUlY 7, 1985
.Oni July 7, 1984, in Bangor, a young man named Charlie was chased, beaten,
and thrown off a bridge to his death. He was a victim of the fear and hatred of
gay men and lesbians. He was a casualty of the struggle for freedom. We vowed
to never forget. We took up the struggle. We will never be silenced. We will work
until justice is for all people, until justice is ours.
WE~ invite you to join us.
There will be· a memorial service at the Unitarian Church (corner of Main and
Union Streets, Bangor) at 10:30 a.m. At 6 p.m. we will gather at the Unitarian
Church to march through downtown Bangor, pausing at the State St. Bridge,
the murder site. At 7.p.m., Reverend William Sloan Coffin will speak at the Pierce
Memorial Park, Harlow St., next to the Bangor Public Library.
·
Rev. Coffin is a nationally known peace and civil rights activist. He is the former
Chaplain of Yale University and presently pastor of the Riverside Church in New
York City. He is the author of Once to Every Man.
For ·those coming to Bangor on Saturday night, July 6, there -is an INTERWEAVE dance scheduled for 9:00 p.m. at the l,Jnitarian Church. All are
welcome to attend.
For more information call.989-3306 or write Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition, P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, Me. 04401. -

BAGLSC Acknowledges
Rev. ·Richard Forcier
On May 5th Lee K. Nicoloff on behalf of the Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straigl}t Coalition , presented the Reverend Richard Forcier with <!- plaq1.1e in gratitude for his c9mmuniiy leadership on behalf of human rights. Rev . Forcier of the Ban~or Unitarian
Church was a vital fo rce in the wake of the murder of Charlie Howard in Bangor last
summer. He was instrumental in the organization of BAGLSC and has been an active
participant in the-Coalition. Rev. Forcier will be leaving the Bangor area in June to take.
employment in Rhode Island. His service to the community will long be remembered.
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ually explicit. As off our backs own
reviewer, Carol Anne Douglas says , " Ifl'd
ever guessed there was this much sex in convents , I'd certainly have joined. " But contributors like Helen Horigan didn ' t think of
them as pornographic, feeling that the nature
of the audience would determine the reception. "I thought it would be distributed
within the women 's community. I didn 't expect it to go out into the world, " she told

Philadelphia Gay News.

,

But it is in the world . Some contributors
<. understood that the ,possibility existed .
Eileen Brady told offour backs, " I wouldn't
have put into print anything I didn't want
to be seen. " Betsy Snider, though , told the
same periodical, " If I knew what a splash
it would be, I'm not sure I would' ve used
my name. "
·
Some of the most successful gay and lesbian literature has been confessional.
Warner Books, recognizing that, has also
purchased another small gay press book for
mass market publication. Alyson's One
Teenager in Ten will appear this year. One
of the most important volumes in modern
gay literature is the book version of the PBS
broadcast documentary The Word is Out.
The recently released Quiet Fire is the most
powerful document yet on older gay men .
The list goes on. All of these are composed
of interviews with actual people , most of
whom were given the choice of retaining
their anonymity, very few of whom did . The
limited success of their publications is
nothing compared to what's happened to
Lesbian Nuns , but there seems to have been
a more conscious decision in the other works
I
to make a large statement to a general
audience.
But now comes the realization that when
tlJ_e word is well published and the stories
are told loudly, one has to realize that one
cannot always choose the listeners.
If the issues contained in ·the controversy

•

I

seem complex , they are. If the sides seem
not to hear one another, they don't. But,
even if the antagonists can '. t find the value
in one another' s positions, I suspect that
most on-lookers can. The pain is real on one
hand. So, too, is the fanatical belief that the
truth should be seen by all , on the other.
Possibly the least sympathetic character
in this morality play is co-author Rosemary
Curb . Once the arguments began, she attempted to distance herself from her
publisher. She claimed that Grier forced the
cover copy on her anq now tells off our
backs that it " misrepresents the content and
sensationalizes. " She gave in, she said, .
because Grier told her it was necessary to ·
sell books. She doesn't point out that the
royalties she will collect are dependent on
those sales.
More telling is her statement to
Philadelphia Gay News that, ''The idea of
pieces of the . book being read by men
bothers me. ' ' She said to off our backs, ' ' It
makes me shudder to think of men reading
those passages [in Forum]. . .I really never
thought about men reading the book, except
that kind of men who take Women ' s Studies
courses:" It's one thing for a woman who
did nothing more than speak into a
microphone during a recorded interview
conducted by another woman to be outraged to discover her words in Forum, or
shocked to see them on the shelves at the
local Waldenbooks . It's quite another for a
professional writer who ' s aggressively
sought interviews in the national press and
who's enthusiastically appeared on the Phil
Donahue Show among dozens of other
television programs to assume a position that
she only expected her_book to be read by
feminists. ·
We'.re left wondering who we should be
speaking to and why. Do we only want to
reach a limited audience, are we only interested in talking to the experienced and

preaching 1to the converted? Do we mistrust ·
the power of our words and symbols so
much that we think they have no ability to
effect the ideas and preconceived notions of
'
readers?
Does the, appearance of these words in the
context of Forum destroy their beauty, as
some have indicated in the midst of their
rage? Would we - gay men and lesbians
- be better off if we didn't talk about our
experiences out of fear that they will feed
the fantasi1es of people we presume are our

Lifestyles -Bill Debated
by Fred Berger
The Christian Civic League's bill (L.D .1199) to ''prohibit the teaching of alternative
lifestyles in Maine's public schools" has
received a 12-1 ''ought not to ·pass'.' recommendation by the Education Committee and
appears headed for defeat iri the legislature.
The bill would provide for the dismissal of
teachers who, in the classroom, advocate the
acceptance of homosexuality . An amended
version of the bill, which did not mention
homosexuality but restated a school board's
right to control what courses are taught, was
rejected by the committee in their May 22
work session.
.The May 14 public hearing on the bill attracted nearly 150 people, mostly members
of the Christian Civic League. Senator
Walter Hichens , chief sponsor of the bill ,
lead off lthe debate by asserting that controversial issues should not be discussed in
the schools because '.' too much knowledge
is as harmful as too little". He was followed bv Senator Charles Webster who
argued tt1at such subjects as homosexuality, prostitution, and adultery should not be
discussed in the schools. Jasper Wyman, Executive Director of the Christian Civic
League, claimed the bill was needed to
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enemies? Those questions won't go away.
But we have to recognize that our confessional writing has been some of our finest ·
and that the documentation of our lives has
given those lives dignities. Everyone involved might be well off to go back to coauthor Nancy Manahan's own essay in Lesbian Nuns to remember the alternative: ''We
have been suffocated by discretion . But inside and outside the convent; we are finally
telling our stories . "

" protect the children of Maine " .
.Others speaking in favor of the bill were:
Pat Truman, head of the Stop ERA Committee; Bettina Dobbs, president of the
Guardians of Education in-Maine (GEM?);
and the president of the Maine Eagle Forum.
Speaking in opposition to the bill were
representatives of the Maine Teachers
Association, the Maine Civil Liberties
Union, The Maine Women's Lobby, Maine
NOW, and the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance. Their arguments were based
primarily on. the issue of free speech and
academic freedom. Michael Butera, Executive Director of the Maine Teachers
Association, claimed that "teachers have a
responsibility to provide a wide range of information " to their students. He called
schools " a marketplace of ideas. "
The 12-1 committee recommendation ,
with only Senator Hichens in favor, makes
passage very unlikely but may allow for a
full floor discussion in the legislature. The
debate and vote will take place in eary June.
Update: On May 29 the House and Senate
killed L.D. 1199 without debate or vote.
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Symposium: A Tim«:, to Celebrate~~~~~~
by Julia Flanagan

The Many Faces of Kate Clinton ........................................ ~ ......... ..

Symposium XII was launched on-May 18
by two i:mpassioned speeches by longtime
activists in Maine's gay movement, Doug
Strong, former pastor of All .Souls
Unitarian-Universalist Church in Augusta, .
and MLGP A President Dale McCormick.
· Doug Strong, who left Maine for Boston
in February, recounted his own history of
30 years in the closet, including his first attempt to buy gay literature many years ago
at a UCLA bookstore. He said that he was
so embarrassed by holding the book "Loving Someone Gay'' that it was necessary to
steal it - he couldn't face the cashier.
Strong told of the enormous energy it takes
to stay in the closet, and compared his own
consequent "double life" with that of the
TV show, "I Led Three Lives" which
.featured America's most famous ex -actor,
Ronald Reagan .
Although Strong admitted that certain
. forces within the organized church have contributed mightily to the oppression of gay
people, he urged his listeners in an overflow
• crowd in a lecture hall at USM's Science
·Building not to give up on the church, say. ing ' 'religion and homosexuality are not opposites'' 'and that the sensitivity of gays
(resulting from their oppression) had a
spiritual component. "We understand
human suffering, we've been there."
At the conclusion of his remarks, Strong
spoke of the severe health crisis due to the
AIDS epidemic, and the inadequate response
of the government, particularly Health and
Human Services Secretary Margaret
Heckler, who is allocating resources to the
anti-AIDS effort only now that it is affecting the general population. "We are at a
turning point in our history," said Strong .
''If ever we ·need to educate people, it is
now. If ever we need each other' it is
today.''
Next Dale McCormick spoke, drawing
lessons from the struggle that is now going
on in Maine to pass an amendment to the
Human Rights Act.
"We're in the midst of a civil rights struggle similar)o that of other movements .. .but
to deal with this struggle, we have to deal
with sex, and that's what makes this civil
rights struggle even more difficult than those
that have gone before." She noted that "we
have evolved into healthy people, capable .
of asking for what ·we need."· McCormick
· called the conservative movement a ''paper
tiger' ' and likened gay activists to David facing Goliath.
Slie also noted that regardless of the fate
of the human rights amendment in the
legislature, "we have already won" and she
noted that seasoned lobbyists had admired
the effectiveness of the MLGPA-sponsored
breakfasts and luncheons held for legislators
during the current session. In a stirring
finale, Dale got up on the table in front of
the lecture hall, and borrowed a page from
the revival-style book of another famous
civil rights leader, Rev. Jesse Jackson. The
crowd jumped to its feet, and a loud chorus
of "I am Somebody" and "we will prevail"
was heard throughout the Science Building,
and seemed to effectively raise the spirits of
her listeners, and to launch Symposium XII
in an atmosphere of enthusiasm and
celebration.
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~Our People~~-''So What Is JF/er Real Job?''~~~~~~
by Elze

An Interview with Artist
.· ·aQd Cyclist Toni Wolf

,~

point, but right now it's more of a personal
thing.
DE: What spurred you on?
TW: I became friends with Christopher
Igleheart, the owner of The Bike Exchange.
I took a class there and he knew I was in- r
terested in bikes. He had a Sir Alex Moulton
bicycle - a British bike. Christopher \Vas
excited about the bike and used it in the class
as a model for repairing . I knew I wanted
one. I became excited for the first time about
a piece of machinery. The design of the bike
is special. Moulton wants the bike publicized
in the United States and the trip would by
a good advertising promo for him . The bike
has an independent tront and ·rear suspension system. We want to prove that the
-Moulton is a more comfortable bike to ride
long distances and that you can stay on it
(IJ
a lot longer than an average ten-sp~ or a
....00
rigid kind of racing bike. Hopefully Moulton
..c
Q.,
will get behin'd the idea. He wants details.
Well, Christopher had gone on a tandem
trip in London with a friend and I suggested 50-iniler. Now, I'm doing· roughly two But, I kept working on them and I know
to him that I wanted to do such a trip. He fOO-r~1ilers, a 75-~iler, _a 50-~il~r, and a they've become a lot stronger subject-wise
said, "Why not do a women's record on a ,25-rmller a week, with weight trammg on the and color-wise. Like I said before: the self- ,
portraits are a visual diary. They make
Moulton?" and he· told me about Michael , lighteir days.
Shermer who set a record on the same
DE:: What is the connection between you things clearer for me. I really try to be
honest in what I paint - in what emotions
course I'm planning on doing - from as an artist and you as a cyclist?
DE: You ' re very serious about cycling. ' Miami to Portland. Shermer did it in six
TW: For me there's an importance every- I'm trying to make clear to the viewer.
When did you first become interested in it?
days, one hour and forty-five minutes. Chris day to do something for myself. I'm in- · · I have a real strong serious side as well
· TW: Three years ago I took a trip with
is very excited and positive about it. I'd be volved with self-portraits - and I have been as a humorous side and 'it's a way for me
a friend to San Francisco and rode from San
the first women to run the co.urse . And I for the last three or four years. It's to communicate to the outside world. I can
Francisco to Los Angeles - 450 miles in
think Shermer was the first man , so it's not something that interests me because it's like. make an interesting enough painting out of
five days . That's when I got hooked. It realsomething that's been done fo'r a number of _a visual diary · Doing self-portraits is a visual · a self-portrait whether you know me or not.
ly started with running . I ran for five years
years. ·
way of communicating.to people what I'm It's not that important that you know "it
- all during art school. When I was most
So, for the last year I've-just been think- about.
looks just like Toni Wolf. "
productive in my running ; I was most proing about the trip. It'll be in the fall. I feel
I think the trip is an egotistical thing . I feel
"Mental imagery " is a routine I. use to
it will all tie together financially the -last cou- it's easier to set a big goal. I can compare improve my concentration when . I start a
ductive in my ::.rt. Cycling became an alterpie months. Mentally and physcially I've this triip to having a show - getting a group painting or start a long ride . I perform dress
native to rupning . It's not so grinding on the
knees and you can go so much further in
been working towards it. Moulton is excited of work together to present to people. When rehearsals in my mind at the start of a painterms of distance.
that a woman in "the land of Joanie Benoit"
I have a show and people accept it, that pro- ting. I pict~re how one painting could lead
ves to me I've communicated to them. Art to anotl)er . I like that connection . It makes
Art SCh 00I Was SO Structured ••• Wh
- en I got OUt
doesn_'_t mean that much if you're not com- my pam
· t'mgs more J'k
. Of I ' e storrte fl ers. I go
school, the hardest thing to deal With WaS not having
municating to someone. I find a lot of joy · through a whole slew of emotions and exstructure ... Cycling put structrire ·in my life.
in realizing other people can · understand pressionsbeforedeciding.ononeforthesubwhat ]I'm doing. I want recognition for my ject of a piece. Nine times out of ten the
work . This trip is a goal I've set-for myself. chosen emotion goes full circle and ends up
wants
to
s
et
this
record.
Christopher
figures
Art school was so structured. I just "did
This will be publicized. I feel like I'm set- being completely different from what I had
school'' for four years'. When I got out of
it will cost arot1.nd $5,000 - that_would inting myself up to succeed and ifl tell ~nough started with. I'm open to that change and it's
school, the hardest thing to deal with was
clude a support vehicle, a person from the
U.S. Cycle Federation, a masseuse ,_food - people about it I'll be really committed to one of the things I really love about selfnot having structures. All of a sudden I had
the goal. To have approval from other peo- portraits . I'm constantly being surprised by
possibly another bicycle for back-up .- We
no goals except realizing I had to get ajob.
pie is an important thing for me . ·
myself. I'm constantly changing and so is
need donations. I'll probably design at-shirt
Cycling was structure in my life. I thought,
DE::
Have you always done art?
the sophistication of my pieces. I'm still exto raise money . And we ' II try to get local
"If I didn't do anything else constructive
during the day, at least I did cycling." It businesses to sponsor it.
Doing self-portraits is a visual way of communicating
DE: What have you been doing for trainbecame a way to end and start my day.
to people what I'm about ... It's like revealing a- part
ing to prepare for the trip?
DE: Do you have a history of being
of my journal.
athletic?
TW: A combination of speed work and
TW: I played the old sports role in high
endurance work - staying on the bicycle for
TW: Art has been an interest of mine cited by the changes.
long periods of time at a comfortable pace.
school. My mother was very into -sports
DE: Ho'w have they changed?
since I was a little kid. My mother went to
when she was in college. I think I took up
This winter I've been doing weight training
TW: I understand color more and I' m
schoaJ for Fine Arts; my mother's mother
every other day and working on a windsports because of her. However, the ride
working more with color. The colors I
was a painter. My parents supported my
trainer on days too cold to ride . Getting a
from San Francisco to Los Angeles was the
choose to use make it more humorous or
decision to go to art school and they finanlot of miles under my belt. We'd be shooting
first long bicycle ride I had ever taken. I
more serious, depending upon what mood
cially supported me during school. They
hadn't done any serious cycling up until
for about 300 miles a day. By the end of the
I want to convey . They've changed in size
were also supportive emotionally. They
then. I've only been real serious about for
summer, I'd like to be doing two 200-milers
also. I've worked real small. Now they're
said, "If you want to make a career at art
a week, one JOO-miler, a 75-miler and a
a year. I'd like to get into racing at some
you can do it."
'
getting a lot larger. I'm doing ·multiples of
me now in the same piece.
I went into printmaking as my major.. My
It's easier to show a group of work to peosecond year I took sculpture as my second
intended major. I didn't paint in school at
ple, a group of self-portraits, because they
can get an idea of what the person is about.
all. When I got out of school I used the
People are automatically going to judge a
shallow excuse of not being able to afford
piece when they look at it. Jf I just show one
a priming press, or an etching press , or a
piece, I think someone is going to sum me
lithopress, or silkscreeniug equipment, and
I didn't have an area for a shop. I could have
up when they look at that one piece.
used the ;,tudio at Westbrook, but it was the
Multiples are required now. l.'ll come up
whole thing of "Weil, now I have to go out
with an expression or an action and I want
and make a living." I dropped art for about
them to see the thought that led into this one
and the thought that ·leads out of it. I'm still
a year. That was real depressing. I went to
excited by them because I still have a million
Merrimac , 'Massachusetts and worked with
e_motions inside of ·me l haven ' t comtwo people who had a silkscreening
business. They opened a shop in Maine. l
municated yet. I get inspired sometimes by
stayed! with that for the summer and then got
listening to music . I'll get ideas for paintings
when I'm cycling. I come.up with key· words
a job at Dock Fore and just did kitchen work
that I'll write down in a journal and they
for a year and half. Art was then totally on
the back-burner.
won't really make any sense, but I'll look
at them weeks or months later and they'll
Then , I started doing some self-portraits.
That was real frustrating because I felt like ·. all click as far as ideas for paintings .
I lost :a lot of the stuff I went to school for.

Her a,1 graces the walls of a few of our
favorite spots - The Underground , Alberta's, The Good Egg Cafe, and Penny and
Lynette's apartment.
.
•
Her bicycle has often been described by
the youths who like to hang out on streetcorners as " queer " - (Little do they
know!). When she's not painting, or working pan-time at The Bike Exchange, she can
ht seen wheeling around Portland (or
Freeport, or York County, or the Midcoast
area, or.. . ) on something that looks like a
cross between our first tricycle (can you .
remember?) and a mountain bike. (She also
did a short stint bartending at The
Underground, but being inside at two
o'clock in the afternoon made her skin turn
green and her leg muscles wilt.)
At twenty-five, Pon/and artist and cyclist
Toni Wolf, a 1981 graduate of the Portland
School ofAn, has a dream to make a record
· (not your Cyndi Lauper variety). This fall,
if everything goes as planned, she'll be cycling from Miami to Ponland in 6 days , 1 hour
and f5 minutes. Our Paper's Elze managed
to grab Wolffor an interview in one of those
rare moments when her fe_et were firmly on
the ground.

..
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DE: I've heard you say that some people
The business end of the art world makes
say _of artists who are ·into self-portraits,
me nervous and anxiety can spoil all the fun.
"Oh , aren't they egotistical , " or " Don't
As far as the galleries and the museum , I
they love themselves." What motivates you ·feel it's real cliquey and there are certain arto do self-portraits? What is your response
tists shown at certain places . Those people
to those comments?
are. the ones who get the invitations every
TW: Well , I've had people come up to
year to different shows. The shows should
me and so easily say, " Haven't you had
be more publicized for new artists . There
enou.gh of yourself?!" NO! Give me a. should be an area in the museum constantly
break! I' m out there laying myself on the
open to student work and local artists .
line.
.
DE: Do you see your lesbianism as
I won't show something unless I think it 's
something that informs your work and , if
good. I won't put a piece,out there unless
·
so , in what way?
I feel it's the best I can do , or it's the clearest
TW: I feel my work is a reflection of my
way to get an idea across that I've been trypositive outlook on life. I have a positive aping to get across . It really hurts to hear those
proach to life and I feel sure of myself. I've
comments. It 's like somebody telling you
never really spent long periods of my life
your personality is wrong. It 's a bold thing
being confused about myself or feeling bad
for me to do a self-portrait. It 's like revealbecause I'm gay . I think being gay is just
ing a part of my journal. And I believe they
one more special thing about myself. I really
are interesting enough subject-wise so
lucked out in the " parents department. " I
they ' re beyond "just a portrait. "
was raised believing that it 's important to
I enjoy doing representational work . I got . be an individual and to have goals and to not
into school with a. portfolio of representafeel guilt if we fall short of those aims .
tional work , but it was real stiff stuff. When
So far I have mostly seen the positive
I was in school, I went through the abstract
aspects of being gay. And I've never had any
art thing , and now · I' m right back to
horrible experiences being a woman . Being
representation work, but it 's a lot stronger.
gay does not weigh heavy on my decisions
I also enjoy doing figurative work. A model
in life. I can get mad and sad at the way gays
isn't always available, but I'm always here .
and lesbians are treated, but I try to chan-

I feel my work is a reflection of my positive outlook
on life ... I feel sure of myself... I think being gay is
just one more special t_hing about myself. .
The thing about representational work I
feel comfortable with is that people who
aren't "educated" in art or who feel intimidated by art can look at it and say , ·
" Thank god - It looks like a person. That
I can understand. And I think it's funny
because she has an airplane in her hand, or
because she has a certain expression on her
face. " I get delight in communicating with
people that -way.
DE: What has it been like for you trying
to make a living with your art?
TW~ I've done housepainting to support
myself. I do handpainted and silkscreened
t-shirts. And I do a lot of freelance stuff. I've
painted restaurant windows. I worked on the
iguana on Spring Street with Lori Lundquist.
· I painted a mural at The Underground and
one at The Good Egg and I designed The
Good Egg window logo. I did a piece for
Alberta's which was fun. They let me go
hog-wild. And I've sold self-portraits to
friends.
DE: Have you had shows?
TW: I've only had two shows since I've
been in Portland-and one was at the. Nickelodeon on Fore Street. I had a great response.
They were self-portraits and people would
come up to me on the street asking ifl was
the artist who had the pieces in the Nickelodeon window. I sold four pieces from that
show .
I worked on a few other pieces and got
a show together at The Good Egg and that
got a good response . I sold several pieces
from there . And I've had pieces in the
Alumni Show for the last two years.
I want to get another show under my belt
because the public needs to see something.
For me to get a group of work together is
to prove to people I'm beil)g productive.
Even -though I feel I'm being productive
behind closed doors, there's still the thing
of proving it to the outside world.
DE: Is it difficult for new artists to break
into the an scene. to get shows in Portland?
. And is it more difficult for women artists
in Portland?
TW: It 's hard to say . The few galleries
in town and the museum - I haven't tried
"tu pm pieces in there because I don ' t feel
like I'm ready . When someone says, for example , "I really like the mural you did at
The Good Egg," I don ' t feel totally happy
with it because I see changes I'd like to
make. I'm constantly finding myself saying,
"Well, that 's not' what I really do. You
should see the stuff I have at home. '' I want
a group of art - four to ten pieces - that
show what I've been up to , to sum up acertain amount of time in my life.

nel that anger and those aggressions in a
positive .way .
DE: Do your parents know you 're a
lesbian?
TW: I haven't come out and said, " I am
a lesbian" to my parents , but I think they
know . They. have an attitude, " You can live
any lifestyle you wa.nt. ' ' My parents are
special. My mother works on the farm and
chops wood. My father brags about my
mother being a carpenter and the fact that
she takes care of . the ponies and the
chickens. She's i1 real outside person . I
never felt bad about being a "tomboy" as
a child because my mother is still a ''tomboy.' ' There was no pressure to be any
different.
I do feel naive. Here I am a woman and
a lesbian, but I don't feel a lot of the ·hurt
that so many women feel. Sometimes · I
wonder what kind of bubble I live in and
wonder why I don't become more politicalLy involved .
DE: Do you feel your work is selfindulgent compared to art which has a more
political message?
TW: It 's very self-indulgent at times. It's
very egotistical at times . It makes me feel
good. I go through those times where I'll
ask myself, "What's the sense of my doing
this? How important is this? How important
is an artist? " When I was just getting out
of school I thought, ' 'Why didn 't I go to
school to be a cowboy! This is r.idiculous!
I 'II never find a job!"
Yeah - I see my art as self-induigent, but
I don't see anything wrong with that. I run
my life· like that. This bicycle trip is selfindulgent. Taking six to eight hours a day
to ride a bicycle is self-indulgent when other
people are doing 9 to 5. But that's when I'm
happiest. I depend on myself for my happiness and that feels good to me right now.
I just think the reason I' m on this earth
is to create what I create - to do exactly
what I'm doing . Maybe it is very.egotistical.
I feel happiest and most positive .about
myself when I'm creating something.
DE: What emotions do you want to
generate in.people when they look at your
art?
TW: Nine out of ten of the pieces I
showed at the Nickelodeon were very
serious - which was an honest side of
myself. But people responded more.to the
humorous ones - which is a real big side
of my life. The pieces I' m working on now
come more easily because they're
humorous . Psychologically it 's a neat thing
for me to work on a numorous piece because
on my "down days" I can bring myself out

When I show a group of work, it's like
being .a comedian or telling a serious story
without totally committing myself. I've
created the pieces and the feelings are
honest, but I can stand back with my hands
in my pockets and say, ' 'OK, respond to it
but you don't have to look me in the face
and say it." It 's like being a performer on
a stage without really being there.
DE: What about being an artist within the
gay and lesbian community? Anything you
wish to say on that?
TW: People in the gay community will
get projects together and I still see, "Well ,
let-'s hire someone within the community to
do this" - but we still don't pay them adequately. It disturbs me.1t especially happens
to women-. I feel artists get taken advantage
of real easily . "Oh, you 're so good at this .
You can put this little · advertisement
together."

People at The Bike Exchange are very
supportive of my getting into raci_ng because
there aren 't many women in Maine who race
and if you ' re halfway decent you're going
to shine. I've read a lot of articles about
women racers. They talk about women not
having the self-confidence that it takes. For
me, as a person who hasn't raced, I know
racing is a very intimidating thing. There's
the fear of being left completely behind' and
finishing last, and of being trapped in a pack
of cyclists - feeling you're incapable of
controlling a bike the way you should and
fearing you'll get in someone's way. The
self-confidence_ factor is a big factor for
women. And that's partly because it's been
drummed into our heads that men 's sports
are more important rhan women's sports.
I know I need to work on self-confidence
building for competitive cycling, The fear
of failure or success is big with_me .
DE: Any last thoughts?

Women find it hard to believe we are worth all that
attention •.. all that self-attention. But we are.
DE: What you're also talking about is
people valuing art and seeing art as a
legitimate way to make a living - recognizing that some people do make a living at it
and need to be paid.
TW: Yes. You don't go to a car lot and
buy a car and say to the person, ''I'll pay
you when I can.'' This is my job. That's the
hard~st part - to put a price on my work,
but I'm getting bolder. When I first started
selling pieces I felt flattered. "Oh; you want
to buy the piece?!? Take it. I'll pay you to
have my piece!" I knew I was underpricing myself. It 's a big pitfall for women
artists.
It's similar for women cyclist in competition. We feel, "Men have always been
noticed artistically and now someone is
finally noticing me. You can have it for
free ." We're willing to give work away .
Women are that way in general. Women
cyclists are finally starting to get noticed .
We shouldn't feel so grateful that the world
is noticing us . Women have just as' important a role as men do in art and in sports.
It's funny to be involved in two of those
things which aren't taken seriously by a lot
of people.

TW: I sometimes feel guilty for
dedicating so much time to myself and only
myself. I'm willing to work hard at
something I want if it's on my terms - if
it shows a reward. But, until I achieve my'
goals, that's the way it's going to be. I think
women in general find it hard to believe they
are worth all that attention . .. all that selfattention. But we are.

Madeline Spadola, M.S.Ed,
Registered Substance Abuse Counselor
announces
the expansion of her practice
in the treatment of
eating disorders and substance abuse
to Portland
140 Washington St.
Camden, Maine 04843
(207) 236-9022
17 South St.
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 879-0770
O U H f~ A Pl~R

Bisexual Workshop ,A Success
by Ginny LaCrow
This year marks the first year that a talking openly about our particular that they have also gone through all.the pain
workshop on bisexuality was offered at a situations.
and confusion and paranoia that gays and
For most people it was a relief to just be lesbians have when they are corning out. The
Lesbian/Gay Symposium and twelve people
came! The group-was comprised of four men . in a room filll of other people who identified oppression doesn't give exemptions to those
and eight women rang\ng in ages from their as bisexuals. (Does this sound familiar?) We who only halfway comply with acceptable
late twenties to their mid fifties. Some peo- talked about feeling isolated and confused behavior.
·
pie had just ended celationships with same and not knowing too many other people who
What is significant about those who do
sex partners and some were in relationships were like ourselves . (Remind you of any identify as bisexual is that they refuse to
with partners of the opposite sex for the first · past times?) We wondered how many of our deny th~ importance of their relationships
time! Some were in "monogamous" rela- friends, co-workers and family knew exactly with their same sex partners and they detionships with people of both sexes! Four of what was going on in our lives and whether mand the righ~ to love whomever they want
us were parents and three ofus are actively it was safe enough to talk about our ex- in whatever circumstances fit their needs .
parenting. There was a sex therapist who periences. Those of us with childr_en felt par- (Does this sound familiar?) We are just
came to listen to our diverse backgrounds ticularly tense because of the potential recently beginning to find each other and to
. and to share her personal experiences and backlash our children will probably en- start to process all of our experiences to
a lesbian who came to challenge her attitudes counter once their friends find out.
understand ourselves more clearly and to see
about bisexuality. It was great!
The oppression bisexuals feel, regardless our relationship to the communities in which
I, myself felt a little tense before boarding of whether or not they are presently in a · we live. I will be writing more on this topic
the eleyator to the fifth floor and on my way homosexual relationship, are the same as in the near futurl! .
up I heard one man say, "What's this those felt by a gay or lesbian person because
There will be a pot-luck bar-b-que dinner
workshop for bisexuals doing here?!" When bisexuals do not experience only 50% of the at my house June 15th from 6 to 8 p.m. For
the elevator opened I moved quickly down oppression . The fad that a bisexual has had more information call me at the Gay Peothe hall , flung open the door to the a relationship with a same sex partner means pie's Alliance at 780-4805. Ginny LaCrow.
classroom and hung my bisexuality sign on :· .....•...••.. , ... . .•.. ..... ....... ·............. ·.· ... : ..... . _. .: ....................... :
the door. I wasn't going to let _other peopl~'s:
uncornfortableness or fears mterfere with :
:
my workshop, and they didn't. Even after : The following tickets were chosen in the raffle for a $50.00 gift certificate from L 'An- •
the period had begun people kept walking: tibes Restaurant Francais in Portland:
past the door and peering in with trepida-:
#1 _ 546156
#2. _ 546140
tion. Eventually one of the hall-walkers:
joined our group only to disappear twenty:
#3 _ 546071
rni?utes !ater '. There was a d~finite air of ten- j Please notif~ Phil Gautreau at the Gay People's Alliance (780-4085) if you have any
tatlveness as the works~op /~~n andal!: of the above ticket stubs. If the person holding the winning ticket does not claim the:
welcomed eachfpersofindan _as. e afit wl el.k : prize by June 30, the #2. ticket will win; and if the person holding the second stub is;
take a pledge o con I en~a1ity · It e t 1 . e : unknown at the time, #3 will win. .
,
:
we n~ed a lot of safety m order to begm : · Proceeds from the raffle went toward newspaper advertising in support of legislation;
: guarante~ing human rights for lesbians and gay men.
·
;

Symposium Raffle Results
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Debate

Continued from page 1

been fired from an ambulance service in
Milo , Maine solely because he was gay.
As the hearing continued, crowds who
could not fit into the hearing room, listened
from the hallways outside. And many faces ,
some·of them young , were pressed against
the windows outside looking in at the
proceedings.
As the hearing continued, Rey. Wesley
Hanes of the United Church of Christ indicated that church's support for the bill, and
noted the long concern of the Christian
Church for civil liberties. Next to testify was
Dr. Owen Pickus , who said he had the unfortunate distinction of treating the first two
AIDS cases in Maine. Dr. Pickus was emphatic as he urged the committee not to let
the AIDS crisis be the vehicle for denying
the inalienable rights of gays. He noted that
" the roots of prejudice lie in a desperate well
of fear , and that well of fear is AIDS .'' He
explairted that AIDS was not easily contracted by casual contact.
Pickus was followed by Carolyn Chute,
author of the Beans of Egypt, Maine, who
spoke about various kinds of patriotism
(which she called flag-waving) as she herselt
waved a small American flag. "One change
that thinking flag-wavers want is the exten. sion of the protection of the Maine Human
Rights Act to gays and lesbians.'' Her impassioned appeal was a highlight of the long
afternoon . In conclusion, she said that " the
days of witch hunts, lynch mobs , and scarlet
letters are over. In the future , we'll look
back with horror and say , in the old days
we discriminated against gays and
lesbians."
Next in the lineup was a young gay man ,
Robert Weagle, who testified that his
gayness was not l1 choice, not something that
can be changed. He said that because he was
gay , he had tried to take his own life. His
testimony was followed by that of his

mother, who made an eloquent plea for civil
rights based on her and her husband 's coi:n-·
ing to· understand their son' s situation.
After a half hour of testimony from the
proponents, the bill's opponents were led off
by Rev. Herman "Buddy" Frankland of
Bangor. LD 1249 seeks to promote decadent
behavior opposed to God 's laws .. . .the Bible is clear ii} ~pecifying homosexuality as
a sin. " He was followed by Jasper "Jack"
Wyman , director of the Maine Christian
Civic League. Stating that " the homosexual lifestyle is anything but gay ," Wyman
said that ''passage of the bill would be tantamount to approval of the homosexual
lifestyle" and that "the great m: rity of
people in Maine do not supp0rt this
legislation."
Wyman was followed by Elizabeth
Stevens of Portland, a matronly lady who
. appeared to be in her sixties. She warned
the committee that " homosexuality is a
choice . .. this is no more a minority than a
person.who prefers vanilla to chocolate ice
cream ...these people have no business in our
schools . .. that's where they recruit." She
was followed by two other opponents, which
concluded that section of testimony .
As the afternoon wore on, comrrtittee
members came and went, and one was busy
reading. It appeared that no more than half
of the committee was present at any one
time.
MLGP A president Dale McCormick led
off the next round of proponents testimony.
As always , she was lively and direct, and
addressed committee members individually ''Representative Priest, do you think I
should be kicked out of a restaurant if I'm
behaving myself and I pay my bill . . . The
answer is no in case you were wondering. ' '
She described her own self-realization as a
lesbian, and futile attempts that she made to
try and change her sexual . identity before
she concluded that she must accept herself,
as she was , at the age of 23 . She concluded
by quoting President Ronald Reagan 's

tolerant-sounding wo'rds on the subject of
homosexuality.
Dale was followed by David Kee who
served for twelve years as Commissioner of
Human Rights. Asking .to " speak to those
of you whose views are not yet etched in
marble," he noted that the 'commission
received between 40 and 60 complaints per
year of discrimination1based on sexual orientation that it could not act on for lack of
jurisdiction. "We're talking about making
the state safe for diversity ... what you do can
start to create a climate of tolerance."
Nancy Fritz, a UCC minister, then read
a statement from Marvin Ellison, a minister
who teaches at Bangor Tlieological
Seminary . Ellison stated that " there is no
disagreement (in our church) that gay men
and lesbians ought not to be discriminated
against in all civil matters ... no one is free
until all of us are free. ' '
She was ·followed by a high school student, Steve Ricker, who described the extreme prejudice of his schoolmates against
gays. " They hate the homosexual as a person because he ,.s homosexual."
Later in the testimony , the committee
heard froi:n Rev . Philip Palmer, who noted
that the bible condoned slavery, and thus
shouldn't be used as an absolute model for
contemporary life. ''The overwhelming
message of the bible is in favor of civil
rights ," he stated. Rep . Bill O'Gara of
Westbrook also testified in favor of the bill,
noting that ' 'when one group is denied civil
rights, the rights of others are in jeopardy
as well.' ' ·
When the bill' s opponents returned to the
rostrum , tpe leadoff speaker was Jeff
Richards, president of a newly-formed
group called " Maine against gays ," whose
recent ads in the Portland papers have
resulted in much controversy. He proposed
that there be a referendum on the issue. Bill
Kinnard of Windham noted that '' the gay
plagu~ was not a lifestyle , but a deathstyle."
Rita Karen of Scarborough warned ·of a

possible increase in the incidence of AIDS
if the bill were passed .
After fifteen minutes, the proponents
returned to the microphone, as the time set
for the hearing drew to a close. Barbara
Pierson of the Maine Psychological Association testified that most child ·molesters are
heterosexuals who· have been molested as
children, and that it would be better to prevent these people from holding teaching jobs
rather than homosexuals. She stated that she
couldn' t testify on religious 1ssues because
that was beyond the domain of psychology,
but was probably beyond the domain of the
committee also.
One of the highlights of the afternoon occurred towards the end of the day ' s
testimony. Doug Calhoun, Dale McCormick's Yarmouth neighbor, testified that
despite the tenets of his fundamentalist Baptist church, "the God of my bible has told
me to love my neighbor, and that-neighbor
is Dale McCormick.' ' He warned that the
Christians who are so vocal in their op20sition to homosexuals are giving Christianity
a bad name. He described a discussion with
a friend of his who is Jewish, who said that
what the gays in Maine ar~ facing is pure
oppression. " I have decided to take a stand
against oppression, " said Calhoun.
Calhoun' s words were a welcome relief
to the gays and lesbians in the audience who
had endured a long afternoon, alternately being vilified and defended. Still apparently the
most controversial people in Maine.
Update: On Thursday, May 30 the Senate
Judiciary Committee voted 8-5 to give the
bill a reading of " ought not to pass." Those
voting in favor of the bill were Sens .
Michael Carpenter and Jean Chalmers , and
Reps. Charles Priest, Gary Cooper and
Patrick Paradis. Opposed wen~: Sen..
Charlotte Sewell, and Reps. Edward Kane,
Robert Carrier , Carol Allen , Lloyd
Drinkwater, Mary McBride , Catherine
Lebowitz and Rufus Stetson.
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·Handle _With Care-Testicular C:a ncer
afid the Testicular Self-Exam
<

•

Men, what do you know about testicular
cancer? What you should. know is how to
check your testicles, especially if you are
under 35, not just because younger men are
more likely to develop cancer of the
testicles, but also, because it is one of the
most curable cancers when detected early . .
Early detection is accomplished by testicular
self-examination, the American Cancer
Society's monthly prescription to play with
yourself in the shower.
' The testicles are also· called testes
'°?
_(singular, testis). They are glands which, at
puberty, begin producing sperm and
testosterone, the hormone responsible for
male·secondary sexual characteristics, such
as facial anc} pubic hair growth. Sperm are
somewhat fragile, and normal body
___ temperature is"a bit too warm for their production, so the testicles are located externally in the scrotum. When the testes are .
cold, the scrotum pulls close to the body.
When the testes are warm, the scrotum
hangs lower.
Cancer is uncontrolled giowth and spread
of cells, as opposed to the orderly manner
in which cells normally develop. When certain cells grow into a mass, it is called a
tumor. "Benign" tumors do not invade adj;:tcent tissue and are rarely life threatening.
"Malignant" tumors, or cancers, do 1nvade
and destroy norml!l tissue. Metastasis is the
process by which cancer cells travel from
. ::::,-- their origipal tumor to secondary locations
in the body. Cancer cells break away from
the primary site and travel through the blood
and lymphatic system in order to
metastasize, {orming new cancers.
Testiculac.·cancer is rare, accounting for
1 % of all male cancers, and just 3 % of all
male urn-genital cancers. Approximately

2500 cases per year are reported; this is an
increase over the incidence rate in previous
generations. In 1976, the National Caqcer _
Institute reported that the number of cases
from 1950 to 1973 doubled among white
men and tripled among black men. The NCI
·report also noted that this cancer is seen
. mainly in the 20-35 year-old age group, and
it is the commonest cancer in men between
29 and 35 .
There are four main types ·of testicular
cancer. Seminoma accounts for 40 % of the
cases. It is slow growing. f;moryonal carcinoma accounts for 15-20% of the incidence, and it grows rapidly and spreads
early. Teratocarcinoma accounts for
20-25 % of the cases, and Choriocarcinoma
occurs in only 1 % of the cases.
The men who are at high risk for testicular
cancer are those who have had undescended
testicles. The testes develop inside the body
of the fetus and descend into the scrotum
shortly before or after birth. In one-half percent of men, though, one or both testes remain inside the body. In young boys, they
are sometimes manipulated into p!ace in the
scrotum, or moved surgically. Sometimes
they are removed, because an aduh man
with undescended testicles is 30 to 50 times
mQ°re likely to develop testicular cancer than
a man with normally descended testes. Over
all, cancer occurs in 11-15% undescended
testicles.
Another risk factor is DES exposure. If
your mother took DES (diethylstilbesterol)
when she was pregnan\ with you, you and
she both, have increased risks for certain
health problems. DES was given experimen-.
tally, to two million pregnant women from
the 40s into the 60s, to see if it could preyent miscarriage. DES-daughters are at risk .

by R.J. Bass
for rare vaginal cancers and other abnor- is advised for diagnosis. A physical exam
malities. DES-sons are more prone to includes a palpation of the testes and
undescended testicles, testicular cancer,
neighboring structures, and certain lab tests,
epididymal cysts , urinary problems and including a chest X-my (the lungs are a comlower sperm counts. If you were born'after mon secondary site), an excretory urogiam
1945, you should find out if you were (a urinary tract X-ray), and hormone testing.
prenatally exposed to DES.
. An X-ray of the lymph glands, called a lymA soq-y fact is that 80% of the cases of phangiography, may be .performed . .
testicular cancer have metastasized before
A final diagnosis, to determine the type
they are diagnosed. This is because there are> of cancer, is the orchiectomy, a surgical
no early symptoms or pain, and people may · removal of the affected testis. Removal of
delay seeking . a health professional for one testicle does not interfere with fertility
months, even after noticing a slightly or sexual potency. After orchiectomy, an arswollen testis . Once metastasis has occur- tificial testis, made of gel-filled plastic, can
red, cancer treatment is more problematic.
be inserted.
However, testicular cancer can be detected
Treatment depends on the type of cancer
early by employing the testicular self-exam and the extent of its spread. Choriocar(TSE).
cinomas ·are ·rarely ·treatable. Men with
According to the American Cancer Socie- seminoma who are treated with orchiectomy
ty, you should perform the TSE right after
and radiation have a 5-year survival rate of
a warm bath or shower, when the scrotum 92-96_%. For men with the embry-0nal caris relaxed. Examine each testis by placing cinoma or teratocarcinoma, the treatment inyour index and middle fingers on the undercludes orchiectomy and removal of adjacent
side of it and your thumb on top. Then gent- lymph nodes, with or without post-operative
ly roll your testis between your thumb and radiation and chemotherapy. Their 5-year
fingers. Repeat with the other testis. It survival rate is 60-65 %.
should feel firm, but not hard. Behind ~ach
The real key to successful treatipent of
testicle you may feel the epididymis, where testicular cancer is the monthly TSE. Most
sperm are stored after production. The of these cancers are detected by men
epid(dymis feels a little spongy. (And don't themselves, so take matters into your own
be alarmed if one testicle is lower than the
han~s, so to speak. It only takes three
other. This is normal. Usually it's the left
minutes to check yourself for this serious
one that's lower, but not always.) Most
disease. For more information on testicular
lumps or nodules are about pea-size and
cancer and TSE, you can contact the
hard. They are often locate~ on the front or
American Cancer Society at 46 Pendleton,
side of the testis. It takes some practice to
Brewer, ME 04412, 989-1145, or 52
become familiar with the normal appearance Federal, Brunswick, ME 04011, 729-3339
of the testes; after a while, you will know
and (800) 482-0113. You can get DES inwhat you're doing.
formation from DES Acti_on, Long IslandShould you notice anything unusual, see
Hillside Medical Center, Lakeville Road,
your health professional. Seeing a urologist
New Hyde Park, New York 11040, or from
a local family planning clinic.

AIDS Update
/

The AIDS-LINE
Assistance, Inforination, Direction· and Support .

As of May 15, there have been four cases of AIDS diagnosed in Maine,
according to Jim Novotny, Public Health Advisor. Novotny says he expects that number to increase soon.
.
Nationally, as of May 6, there have been 10,050 diagnosed· cases of
AIDS. Of these people, 4,964, or 49%, have died.

Efforts are now underway to establish an AIDS-Line, a telephone service providing assistance, information, direction and support for people
whose lives have been affected by AIDS. It is anticipated that the AlDSLine will be a reality by mid-July. Volunteers are needed NOW so that
training schedules can.be finalized. Applications are available at Our Books,
the Gay People's Alliance, or from the Gay Health Action-Committee (P .0.
Box 10723, Portland, ME 04104}. For more information, contact GHAC,
or call 773-5540 or 780-4085 (at the latter, ask for Rick).

Restaurant Franc;ais
4.7 Middle Street. Portlqnd

MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB
"COME JOIN ·us"
NIGHTLY 8PM TO IAM
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ANNOUNCES ACONTEST TO ESTABLISH A
"VISUAL THEME" FOR ITS
A/OS AWARENESS CAMPAIGN.
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The following guidelines have been prepared to inform entrants ofthe intent of the Foundation :
1. Entries must include some or all of the following :
a. affirmation of the dignity of human life
b. resilience of the gay /lesbian community
c. affirmation of lesbian/gay life in crisis
d. hope
e. caring
2. Entries must show a logo and/or slogan.
3. Entries must be educational in AIDS health issues.
The Foundation recognizes that health education takes many forums.
Entries may be presented in the following forum or the entrant's own
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cht~~~:~aper advertisement
3. script for a television advertisement
G~
·,
4. scenario for a television program
5. pamphlet
The choice of medium, format an<,l size is up to the contestant. All items t o ~G·,
be returned shall be accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope.
One two hundred dollar cash prize will be awarded to the winner. The
G
judges are the Board of_Directors of the Foundation and.their decision is
~1·
final.
The rules of the contest are as follows::
1. Anyone_may enter with the exception of the Board of Directors of the
G~Maine Health Foundation.
2. Graphic work must be reproduceable; color is acceptable.
1
3. Written_entries must be typewritten.
G
4. The winning work selected by the Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
~
shall become the property of that organization upon the payment of
$200.
G
5. All entries must be received by the Maine Health Foundation no later
~,than Wednesday, July 17, 1985.
6. Any work may be sent to the Maine Health Foundation , Inc. at P.O.
Box 7329 DTS, Portland, Maine 04112 or may be submitted at Our
G~
·,
Books at 4 Pine Street in Portland.
7. The Maine Health Foundation, lnc.-reserves the right to alter, edit,
reproduce or change in any way the winning art work without
G~
further compensation to the artist.
8. The prize shall be awarded.
1
9-. Entrants must have a blank sealed envelope securely attached to
G
the back of each entry containing the name, address and phone
~-I
number of the entrant.
10. All entries to be returned to the contestant shall be accompanied by
a stamped self-addressed envelope. The envelope shall be sepaG~·,
rated from the entry for judging.
11. The Maine Health Foundation, Inc. has the right to display the
entries for one month from the date of the close of the contest.
G
12. The Maine Health Foundation, Inc. or the Board of Directors assume
~
no liability for loss or damage to any entry.
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for antibodies to the
"AIDS virus" doesn't tell
you very much of anything. It
only indicates that you have been
exposed to the virus. What It can do
is frightening.
Imagine, if your health insurance company found out that your
test came back pas1tive, they might cancel your policy. Even your job
and home may be at risk.
.
Names might be reported to the govemment and find iheir way onto a
master /isl
In face desperately needed research is being hindered liecause the federal
government refuses to guarantee confidentiality. So, If you do take the tesc make
sure you get a guarantee in wflting that your name arid the results of your test
won't ever be released to anyone.
Otherwise, our advice is, stay away from the tesl It's bad news.
6MHC Hot/me 212-801-6655 onsored b GMHC "'GMHC 1985 ModeUohn Burke

Men And Women and AIDS
by Gary Ande~son
gay men and will be emotionally affected as
A few weeks ago I attended a Friday night
such should their brothers, sons, and friends ·
meeting at the Gay People's Alliance. I was
by stricken by AIDS. As part of the gay
there to talk about what the Gay Health Accommunity, lesbians are going to ex- . 1
tion Committee was doing to address AIDS
perience, ·as some already have, the negative
in Portland. Arriving early; I sat in the GPA
reactions of a frightened heterosexual socieoffice. A lesbian woman, obviously new to
ty. Though these facts are self-evident,
the area, arrived for the meeting. I was very
sometimes the obvious needs to be. stated.
surprised by the GPA office manager's
In light of the preceding anecdotes it's apresponse to her being there: " We're talkparent that some men and women need to
ing about AIDS tonight. You might want to
re-think their position in relation to AIDS.
go to Sunday's Women's Support Group
AIDS is here and it is not going away. As
instead."
more cases are diagnosed, and as the various
Needless to say, when the meeting began
illnesses begin to take their toll on people's
no women were in attendance. Halfway
abilities to care for and support themselves,
through the evening, however, some women
the gay community is going to have to be
did come in, but instead of joining us they
prepared to otter their assistance. That's gowent into the GPA office. Perhaps they had
ing to require people, both men and women.
something else to do, but I must say I had
People to run errands, to shop for groceries,
to wonder if they also thought AIDS was a
to drive someone to the doctor, to clean
male issue as well .
someone's house when they no longer are
Even more recently I was talking to a lesable to, to just be there for support and combian woman who has a gay brother conpanionship, and to offer the loving care
cerned about AIDS. I suggested to her that
anyone who is seriously ill requires.
he might benefit from the AIDS Anxiety
And that's only part of it. People are goDiscussion · Group meetings. Perhaps he
ing to be needed to staff the AIDS-Line, to
could, she thought, but she didn 't think he
run interference through the social services
would go to one. "Well," I suggested, "you
maze, tQ raise money, to d~velop resources
attend and tell him what you learn ." Such
like a food bank and a clothes bank, and so
an idea hadn't occurred to her that she could
on . It's going to require people who are
attend such a meeting.
courageous and humane enough to care
In the last issue of Our Paper, an article
about others, to be willing to lend a hand,
ran about the low risk of lesbians contraca word, and a few moments of time in direct
ting AIDS . To date, no lesbian in America
service or in support of the efforts of others
has been diagnosed with the disease. That
to provide service. And it's going to take
is good news . Even so, AIDS is affecting
people to educate the public at large, and
the lives of lesbian women. The recent
each other, to the facts about AIDS. Peoviolence survey asked a question of the
ple, too, will be needed to fend off the
respondents about whether or not they had
hateful, frightened, and intolerant ones
received any type of harassment, intimidawhose lack of compassion and concern
tion, or victimization related to AIDS. For- · won't make the situation easier for anyone.
ty people responded that indeed such acts
AIDS isn't a male-only concern. It's not
1had occurred to them. Of those forty peoeven just a gay and lesbian concern. It's a
ple, ten were women . That's not such good
~oncern of the people. It's going to take connews.
cerned people, men and women both, to see
At low risk for the actual disease itself,
our community through the coming years .
lesbian women are not immune to the social
Let AIDS be particular about the sex it
and psychosocial aspects of AIDS . Lesbian
strikes, but let's not have the sexes be parwomen are sisters, mothers , and friends of ticular about who can strike back . .
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The Continuing
Saga of Friendly
and Macho
. by .Bull O'Nee
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·R eview: Mrs. Jaines Dean
by Bruce Smith
Bill ·Bemis, a Portland native and the
owner of Uptown Hair Design in Portland,
has written an excellent play about truth and
consequences. {ts premiere, directed by Jeff
Toorish, was presented at the University of
Southern Maine recently, the opening coinciding with Symposium XII . Mrs. James
Dean is called a melodrama but has too
much depth to justify the term and i'sn 't acted
melodramatically for the most part.
The phy focuses on George (played by
Bemis), an alcoholic gay man obsessed with
his love for David (Tim Monaghan) , his exlover. George is determined to re-kindle the
relations1lip at any cost even though David
is Itappily settling down with George 's
friend's soon-to-be ex-husband. George's
determination reflects his tenuous grasp on
reality , a condition shared by some of the
other characters in the play . After desperation leads to bloodshed, Taxi (Robert Purvis) shows up with his feet firmly on the
ground to help George down the road to
recovery. Taxi, a private duty nurse, is as
much a role player as the next person but
he can separate his roles from the facts of
life.
Although Mrs. James Dean doesn't provide its audience (at least, its gay audience)
with new ideas, it is cleverly put together
and is filled with well-used theatrical techni-

· que. The chorus of " A gun . .. A gun?" at
the end of the first act for instance works
very well. The use of the five telephones is
good too ; however, some refinements in
phone-related props and lighting are needed
before their full potential is realized.
Humorous lines, abundant but used with
restraint, make the audience smile, chuckle,
and laugh loudly throughout. .
The caliber of acting in this production is
the show 's weak point. Timing is a problem
for several of the participants , especially
Ms. Szatkowski as George 's sister, Becky.
Freshness and spontaneity were also lacking , notably in the performances of Mr.
Bemis and Ms . Szatkowski. Mrs. James
Dean has the substance for dynamic, interesting characterizations (with 'the ·exception of Gene Harris) and David , Taxi , and
Dick were quite satisfying. Mr. Szatkowski
as Big Dick Donatello was particularly convincing . Ms . Kennedy as Lydia " matured"
to a good performance as the play progressed but was peculiarly stylized at the
beginning. Mr. Murnick as Gene was stiff
in a stiff role.
This was a commendable production of a
fine first work. Many thanks to the Gay People's Alliance and others involved for bringing Mrs. James De9n to the stage. We ' ll
look forward to future productions of this
and other works by Mr. Bemis.

Note: The run of Mrs. James Dean has
been extended one week. It will be performed: Friday, June 7; Saturday , June 8;
and Sunday ; June 9 at 8:00 p.m. at the
Luther Bonney Auditorium on the University of Southern Maine campus.

Officer Bob Friendly has taken up his
position at the end of the bridge ove~ Scum
Pond. He is still fuming over Macho 's rejection of his offer to ''find out more about
what they do.' ' From the other end of the
bridge a young man dressed in tight jeans
and a levi jacket approaches. Friendly
\
speaks first:
_
" Hi " .
"Yea, hi. Say man , what you <loin ' on my
corner?"
·
" Say what? "
"This is my spot. It's been my spot since
I was twelve. All the guys know that. You
must be new . "
"Yea , I'm new. "
"Well bug off! "
'!Cool it, man. Listen , I need some help. ,
tve been here for days and no one pays any
attention to me . Could you - uh - you
know .. . maybe teach me a few things. I'll
give you a quarter."
' 'Okay , I'll meet you under the bridge in
five minutes. ''
Three hours later Friendly emerges from
under' the bridge. He is dazed and
mumbling .. .
"I never knew .. .I never knew it was like
that ... I. .. "
Macho, seeing his partner stumbling
toward him, gets out of his car and rushes
to him.
"Bob, what happened? Where you
been?"
·
· "I never knew .. .I never knew ... "
Macho slaps him, but Friendly just stands
there, a queer smile on his face. Macho goes
to his car to call Sarge on hi s rad io. Sarge
arrives minutes later, with sirens blaring.
"Friendly, what happened?"
" Oh , hi Sarge. "
'' Friendly , you look like you just. .. never
mind."
"Sarge, it was so humiliating. I stood here
for days and nobody even offered ine a
smoke. I had to do something. I... "
" What did you do?"
Friendly smiles.
" You didn't! "
" I did . I'm gay ."
"You ' re fired!"
(to be continued)
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Classifieds
Roommate Wanted - 25 year old gay
male looking for non-smoker to share 6
room apartment in Rosement section of
Portland . $150 per month plus heat and electricity. Call 761-4426. Ask for Peter.
Gay doctor from India visiting Bar Harbor
July 7-19. Age 33 , 5'10", 170 lbs , tanned ,
Greek active. Seeks GM 20-40 Greek
passive for fun , friendship and whatever
dev.elops. If you live in Bar Harbor and have
space - terrific! I'll pay . Please wri\e
Hassan , P.O . Box 192, Boston, MA 02146
or call 617-734-7771.
Sappho's First Annual Sun, Scyle, and
Surf. Wimin and motorcycles - a beautiful
sight! Let's Gather. July 14. For more info
send. stamped self-addressed envelope to :
Sappho's SSS, P .O. Box 8545 , Portland ,
Me. 04104 .
For women only . Lesbian counselor moving practice to Portland beginning July 1.
Appointments available. Call collect. Rose
Mary Denman. 603-447-5303. (Until June
20).
Part-time shift available for experienced
bartender at Cycles. For interview call Tom
Corbett wee_kdays after 4 :00 p .m.
Hairy Men! National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers! If you love fur ,
this is the list! Information? Send $2 . to:
MAN-HAIR , 59 W. 10 St., NYC NY
.
'
10011.
On 100 secluded acres in New Hampshire's
White Mountains, the HIGHLANDS INN
is a special place for friends and lovers.
Beautiful mountiain views , charming
antique-filled guest rooms with private
baths , and large gracious common areas
cr~te a peaceful and pampered atmosphere.
We have a swimming pool and miles of
walking trails at ·the inn , with -golf, tennis,
hiking and antiquing nearby . This year come
to the mountains. The Highlands Inn, Box
l 180P , Bethelem , N.H . 03574 ,
603-869-3978, Grace and Judi, Innkeepers.
111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIII IIIII Ill llll llllllll Ill llll Ill llllll

The rate for clas~ifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P .O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that -you not use sexually explicit
language in· your personals. Responses
to person~ls will not be opened by Our
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
monthly.
.
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-PLANTS & FLOWERS
FOR ALL OCCASICNS
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. I, Disco, Video;
>-++-+-++-+++-+-+-4--1- Music & Do nci ng
3 ~iNCt <;tpEET, ~ ME.
~9S38:

Hours: Thurs.-Sun. 1 am til dawn
Sunday is Funday with the
Lip Sync Contest
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BYOB

OPfti!N ~~·~
96 COURT ST.
Antique S Curio Shop
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sundays I 2- 5
f eaturing art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and j ewelry

130 St. John Street,
Portland, Maine 04102

(297) 761-1580

'

3

Ieleflom

/

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
04401.
989-3396

F~edericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

Bates Gay/Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St . .
Portland 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Free To Be Group
Ciay/LesJ>ian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330

Greater Bangor. NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

Northern Lambda Nord

P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 498-2088
OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9
Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I Assoc. of Social
Workers
780-4120
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112 Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
.

UMF .
Farmington, Me. 04938
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
WebWork
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

Meetings.
SUNDAYS

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Monday.s, 7:30 - 9:30,
Northern Lambda Nord· - last Sunday Unitari~n Church, 126 Union St., Bangor
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
The Gay /Lesbian Parents Support Group
pm, followed by a potluck. ·
meets Monday evenings at 7:00 at the USM
Wilde-Stein Club-·- every Sunday, 7:00 Student Union, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor, For further information call 780-4085 or
Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine, 772-4741.
.
Orono.
Lesbian Support/Discussion TUESDAYS
Group: Tired of the bar scene? Come to
a meeting, 6-8 PM at 92 Bedford St., Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth TuesU.S.M. All women in the community day of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
welcome. Sponsored by Women's Forum St.; Portland, 7:30 pm.
and GPA.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30· pm,
MONDAYS
First Parish Unitarian Universalist .
Feminist Spiritual Community - every Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St. Brunswick, call 729-9843 .
(second floor), Lewiston.
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9 Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesp.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays). day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Unitarian Universalist Church , 292 State Portland. New members are welcome.
St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door base_ment),
call Mark 207-646-2748

Calendar
Thursday, June 6
AIDS discussion group meets, Our
Books , 4 Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.
Friday, June 7
Discussion about A.I.D.S. Hotline in
Portland.
Applications for volunteer positions
will be available.
Hotline to be available late June.
Facilitated by Rick Bouchard and
Ga ry Anderson.
Friday, June 14
Long term relationships
Facilitated by Kim Anderson
Friday, June 14-Sunday, June 16
Women Outdoors Saco River Canoe Trip.
Call Lynn at 797-9657.
Thursday, June 20
AIDS discussion group, Our Books, 4
Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.
Friday, June 21
Open discussion and / or movie
Facilitated by La ura Smith

WEDNESDAYS

FRIDAYS

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month Fredericton, N.B., Canada

THURSDAYS
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second _floor), Lewiston.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME ., Farmington
·
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 773-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates.
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month, Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.

"Free To Bee" Gay/Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta . .
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland ..::. open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30- Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette--Road, Portsmouth, N .H.

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck, meeting, and dance
beginning at 6 pm. Unitarian Church, Main
St.
Gay/ Lesbian Al-Anon - every Saturday, 8 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
·
Lewiston.

Announcements

Sunday, June 23
· Blood Moon Press seeks submissions for In conjunction with Boston Lesbian and Gay
MLGPA picnic, see announcement inside. a collection of poetry on gay oppression. Pride Week, the Greater Boston Lesbian
Send submissions with setf-addressed and Gay Inter-faith Coalition will hold a
stamped envelope to: Blood Moon Press, c/o Pride Day Service on Saturday, June 15 at
Sunda-y, June 23
Women Outdoors slide show of Costa N. Rehboclc, 60-25 67th Ave., Ridgewood,
10:00 a.m. at the Arlington Street Church.
N.Y. 11385, by July 1. Expect to wair'6-8
Rica , call Teri at 774-4044.
weeks for a response. We will try to pay
Friday, June 28
cash but most likely payment will be in conIntroductory discussion of ContemCommunity Health and Counseling Sertributor' s copies.
porary Feminism
vice will sponsor a workshop entitled
Facilitated by Cyndie Lamoreau
" Rape, Power, Ang~r and Sexuality:
The National Association of Lesbian and
Treating the Sexuat Offender" on June 19
Gay Alcoholism Professionals holds its
Saturday, June 29
first national conference in Chicago on ' and 20 at the Bangor Civic Center. Ii will
be conducted by Dr. Groth, an authority on
Boogie Bash dance jam, People' s September 26-29. For. more information,
treating sexual offenders. For more inforBuilding , 155 Brackett St. , Portland, 3rd write c/o 1208 East State Boulevard, Ft.
mation call 207-947-0366, ext. 251.
floor , 9:30 to 12:30. $2 .
Wayne , Indiana 46805 or call
219-483-8280.
Wednesday, July 3-Saturday, July 6
La Cage Aux Follies at The Movies, 10
• • • • • • ~!9..•1.111..~
Exchange St. , Portland ..
Sunday; July 7
Chalie Howard Memorial Day , Bangor .
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YOU
Kl\TOW
THAT
DISCB:1:.Mil\TATIOl\T
Ol\TG.
IS
...

'

BUT Dm Y(jtU KNOW
TH.AT

IT IS NOT ILLEGAL?

How would you like it if ~ u were suddenly told...
"

''

Gee I'm sorry, but ...you're
. fired.
.

''

"

I don't care. I won't authorize
. this
. loan.
" This apartment is no longer for rent. "
"rm sorry, there are no vacancies in this hotel for you. "

L egislation.

Courage.

Facts.

The Maine Legislature is presently considering an Act to include the
term "sexual orientation" in the
Maine Human Rights Act that will
give all people equal protection
under the law in matters of housing, employment, credit and public
accommodations. These are rights
not presently available to gay men
and women in Maine.

Taking a stand for people you
don't agree with or understand
takes courage. It wasn't popular to
live in Europe and support the
Jewish faith in 1940. Befriending
a black in the South was a risk in
1961. An d in 1954, saying that
Senator Joseph McCarthy was
tamper ing ·w ith our Fre,sdom of
Speech was un-A:rherica:n.
Well today, suppor ting basic
rights for gay men and women takes
cou rage. But that's notbjn g n ew for
Maine people. Maine people are fair.
Maine people have courage .

Fact: Nin ety percent of all sex ual
crimes against children are
perpetrated by "straight"
men against young girls an d
two-thirds of such crim es occur at home.

LIS:r

Fact: This bill does not create
employment quotas.
Fact: Without this law, near ly 10 %
of Maine's citizens can legally be refu sed employment,
credit, housing or public accommodations becau se th ey
are gay.

or MEMBERS 1121h LEGISLA:rURE

HOUSE
SENArE
President, Charles P. Pray. Penobscot The Speaker. John L. Mart.111 . Eagle Lake
Frederick F. Soucy, Kittery
Paul E. Violette, Aroostook
Nell Rolde. York
Ja.mes A. M cBrealrty, Aroostook
Michael E . Carpenter. Aroostook
Orland G. McPherson. Eliot
Wesley Farnum. South Ber wick
Charles M. Webster, Franklin
Eleanor M. Murphy, Ber wick
Michael D. Pearson , Penobsoot
Larry M. Brown, Washington
Alberta M. Wentworth . Wells
Thomas W. Murphy. Jr.. Kennebunk
E dgar E . Erwin, Oxford
Jerome A. Emersnn , Penobscot
H. Stedman Seav.ey, Jr., Kennebunkport
Vinton T. Ridley, Shapleigh
John E . Baldacci, Penobscot
Mary·Ellen Maybury, Penobscot
Mona Walk.er Hale. Sanford
Norman R. Paul, Sanford
Thomas R. Perkins, Hancock
Ada. K. Brown , Gorham
Zachary Matthews, Kennebec
Arthur G. Descoteaux , Biddeford
Gary C. Cooper, Windham
Melvin Shute, Waldo
Roland A. Rioux, Biddeford
Robert G. Dillenback, Cumberland
R. Donald Twitchell, Oxford
Norman 0 . Ra.cine, Biddeford
Allan L. Bonney, Falmouth
Georgette B. Berube, Androscoggin
Willis A. Lord, Waterboro
Judith C. Foss, Yarmouth
Kerry E . Kimball, Buxton
Judy C. Kany, Kennebec
James Mitchell, Freeport
Charles G. Dow, Kennebec
John McSweeney, Old Orchard Beach
Charlene B. Rydell, Brunswick
Guy R. Nadeau , Saco
Beverly Miner Bustin, Kennebec
Charles R. Priest. Brunswick
Charlotte Z. Sewall , Lincoln
Daniel R. Warren, Scarborough
Donnell P. Carroll, Gray
Jean B. Chalmers, Knox
Linwood M. H1gg1ns, Scarborough
P. Kelley Simpson. Casco
Richard L. Trafton. Androscoggin
Mary Clark Webster, Cape Elizabeth
Phillp C. Jackson , Harrison
N . Paul Gauvrea.u , Androscoggin
Earl G. Nicholson , South Por:-Jand
Ernest Clifford Greenlaw, Standish
Courtney E. Stover, Sagadahoc
Edward J . Kane, south Portland
WUllam F. Lawrence, Parsonfield
H~nry W. Black, Cumberland
Harold M. Maoomber, Sol.1th l'Ortland Jeffery N . Mills. Bethel
Edith S. Beaulieu, Portland
Na.ncy Randall Clark, Cumberland
Joseph G. Walker. Norway
G. WUlia.m Diamond, Cumberland
Laurence E. Connolly, Jr.. Portland
Susan J . Bell, Paris
Ronald Usher, Cumberland
Harlan R. Baker, Portland
Francia J . Perry, Mexioo
Mary Najarian, Cumberland
Merle Nelson, Portland
Phyllis R. Erw1n, Rumford
Peter J . Manning, Portland
Thomas A. Andrews, Cumberland
Richard W. Armstrong, Wilton
Joseph C. Brannigan, Portland
Peter W. Danton, York
Edward L. Dexter, Kingfield
Barbara A. Gill, Cumberland
H . Craig Higgins, Portls.nd
Gw'Jym R. Roberts, Farmington
Annette M. Heglund, Portl&nd
John L. Tuttle. Jr., York
Richard E. McColl1ater, Cant.on
Dennis L. Dutremble, York
Will1a.m B. O'Gara, Westbrook
Darryl N . Brown , Liverm ore Falla
Walter Hichens, York
J . Robert Carrier, Westbrook
Roy I. Nickerson. Turner
Gerald A. Hillock, Gorham
Daniel J . Callahan , Mechanic Falla

Donald V. Carter. Winslow
Har land W. Bragg. Sidney
Donald F. Sproul. Augusta
Partick E. Para.dis. August.a.
Daniel B. Hickey, Augusta
Polly Reeves. Pittston
Jean r . Dellert. Gardiner
Norman E. Weymouth, West Gardiner
Leland C. Davis, Jr., Monmouth
John P. Daggett, Manchester
Elaine Lacroix, Oak.land
Paul F. Jacques, Wa.tervUle
Alfred L. B:rodeur. Auburn
Constance D. Cote, Auburn
Ruth Joseph, Waterville
John Micha.e l, Auburn
Dan A. Gwadosky, Fairfield
John Tolow, Lewiston
Micha.el F. Hepburn, Skowhegan
John A. All.berti, Lewiston
Pa.trick K. McGowan, Cana.an
Bradford E .. Boutilier, Lewiston
Alexander Richard, Madison
Gregory G. Nadeau, Lewiston
Dorothy A. Rotondi, Athens
James R. Handy, Lewiston
Duane Richard Lander, Greenville
Roger M. Pouliot, Lewiston
Joh n E . Masterman, Milo
Martin S. Hayden, Durham
Stephen J . Law, Dover-Foxcroft
John Jalbert, Lisbon
Weston R. Sherburne, Dexter
Albert G. St.evens, Sabattus
Robert .J . Tardy, Palmyra.
Lorra.inl! N .. Chonko, Tbpsham
. Dana P. Stevenson, Unity
Pamela Lee Ca.hill, Woolwich
Walter E . Whitcomb, Waldo
I Mary E. Small, Bath
Lloyd G. Drinkwater, Belfast
James Reed Coles, Harpswell
Nathaniel J . Crowley, Sr., Stockton Springs
Muriel D. Holloway, Edgecomb
Ralph M. Willey, Hampden
Rufus E. Stetson, Jr., Da mariscotta. ·Donald A. Strout, Corinth
Jeanne F. Begley, Waldoboro
Catharine Koch Lebowitz, Bangor
Joseph W. Ma.yo, Thomaston
Thomas A. Duffy, Bangor
Guy G. Scarpino, St. George
Patricia. Stevens, Bangor
Rita. B. Mellmdy, Rockland
Robert E . Murray, Jr.. Bangor
Priscilla. G. Tuylor, Camden
John N . Diamond , Bangor
Carol Allen . Washington
Ricllard P. Ruhlin, Brevier ·
Paul Parent,, Benton
Alan L. Baker, Or r ington

Dana S. Swazey, Bucksport
Sally R. Rice, Stonington
Stephen M. Ztrnkilton. Moun t. Desert
Roland S. Salsbury. Jr.. Bar Harbor
Maynard G. Conners, Franklin
Ruth S. Foster, Ellsworth
Eugene Joseph Paradis. Old Tbwn
Stephen M. Bost, Orono
John C. Bott, Vrono
John A. Cashman , Old Tbwn
Clyde!A. H1chborn , La.Grange
Betty J . Harper, Lincoln
Michael H . Michaud , East Millinocket
Herbert E. Clark, Millinocket
Edwin C. .Randall, East Machias
Harry L. Vose, Eastport
Antonio J . Tammaro, Baileyville
Fred W. Moholla.nd. Princeton
Carl B. Sm ith , Island Falls
Gennette M. Ingraham, Houlton
Mary H. Ma.cBride, Presque Isle ·
John Lisn ik, Presque Isle
Carr W. Sm ith , Sr., Ma.rs Hill
Susan J . Pines, Limestone
Kenneth L. Matthews, Caribou
Steven E. Crouse, Caribou
Hilda C. Martin , Van Buren
Edward A. McHenry, Madawaska
Raynold Theriault, Fort Ken t
Indian .Representative 1
Priscilla. A. Attean, Penobscot Nation
Indian Representative 2
Wayne A. Newell. Passamaquoddy Tribe
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I
.
I Senator
I Re,p resentative
I
I
I

I support basic civil rights for gay people.
Please vot e to include "sex ual orientation"
in the M~ine Human Rights Act.

I
I
I
I
I

Name
Town

·

.
Send to your Senator, Station #3, State House, Augusta, ME 04333.

I
I
I

I support basic civil r ights for gay people.
Please vote to include "sexual orientation"
in.th e Maine Human Rights Act.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Name
Town

Send to your Representative, Station #2, State House, Augusta, ME 04333 .
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This a.cl. has .aen paid for by the Friends and Businesses Supporting Civil Rights for Gay People. Authorized by the Maine Lesbian/ Gay Political Alliance.
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